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Ballinger and Hitch- Greeted by Senator Judge Parker Sends Will Be Destroyed Battleships of All Many Telescopes to
J. M. Kennedy
Watch His Ruddy
Smoot and Decock to Visit
Nations in
by Fire by Toto Gallows
Countenance
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morrow Night
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legation
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DISTANT

In Northern New 'Mexico to Possibility of Giving Albu- Execution May Be Stayed Assemble in Chapel at Centenary of Hudson's Suc- Expected That New DisHowever b Appeal to
coveries About Martians
cessful Voyage Up the
Look Over Situation as
Ashadd, jjMassachusets,
querque Several More
Will Be Made.
Hours.
Not NewMexico.
Hudson Observed.
to Rio Grande,
Supreme Court.
Secretary of the Interior Ballinger
Hitchcock
mid Postmaster General
will be in Santa Fe on October 20.
They will be in Albuquerque on Octo-- '
ber 19 .four days after President Taft.'
They will remain in the Territory
three days and look into conditions
political and otherwise.
Economy in every division in the-- '
postoffiee department Vs the command
of Postmaster General- Frank H. Hitchcock. This economy contemplates no
impairment of efficiency, but must be!
positive, far reaching and persistent,
In his address to the Oregon postmasters assembled in convention in Seattle,
the postoffice general made this duty
clear.

Reclamation Service Men Here.
W. M. Reed and P. W. Dent of the
V. S. reclamation service, were in Santa Fe today and left for the south this
afternoon. They are here on important business in connection with irrigation projects on the upper Rio Grande
and tributaries. They were in consul- "ration today with Territorial Engineer
"Vernon Li. Sullivan and Engineer John
H. Walker. Mr. Reed said he had looked at. the Arroyo Hondo project. He
lias also been consulted about the
large project at Embudo which is to
water lands all the way down to Santa
on these
Cruz. He was
matters however. He said that the
work of securing the rights of way for
the Elephant Butte project and the
ten mile, railroad from Cutter to the
"Engle site aad-- been almost completed
and that this had delayed construction
work. The reservair will submerge
five setlements, including Paraje, and
this has made necessary condemnation
The reservoir will back
proceedings.
up the waters of the Rio Grande almost forty miles, almost as far as
San Marcial, but the report that it
would submerge San Marcial is incorrect. Mr. Reed said that employment
would he given the men on the dam
construction, whose farms would be
and due compensation
submerged
made to them for their lands.
Heating Plant for Old Palace.
The contract for the heatins plant
to furnish heat not only for the old
Palace, but also for the row of adobe
structures in the rear which will serve
as workshops, has been awarded to a
St. Louis company for a little less than
$2,100 and the plant will be installed

i

Piovo, Utah, Sept. 24 President
Taft arrived here shortly after noon
and was greeted by Senator Smoot
whose home this is and a delegation
The President
from Salt Lake.
spoke briefly to crowds gathered from
all the country round and departed
for Salt Lake where he will remain
until Sunday afternoon.
The President will address an audience in the Mormon Tabernacle on
Sunday; The President made a brief
and informal address at Helper.
May Extend Stay at, Albuquerque.
Hon. Solomon Luna returned to Albuquerque on the California Limited
yesterday from Colorado where he
has been for several days on personal
Mr. Luna, while in Denbusiness.
ver was made an honorary member
cf the reception committee to Presi
dent Taft and was present at all of
the functions given in Denver in the
President's honor. He also had an
opportunity to ask the President to
to
extend his stay in Albuquerque
long as possible and while no change
will be made in the southwestern
schedule until the President reaches
the coast it is not unlikely that it will
be so changed as to give the Presidential party several hours longer in
Albuquerque than had been hoped for.
Mr. Luna also met Secretary of the
Interior Ballinger while in Denver.
The secretary had expected to speni
some time in New Mexico next month,
but his plans have recently been so
changed that he probably will not be
able, to stay in the Territory more
than three or four days. He will he
in Albuquerque on October 19th and
it is probable that Postmaster General
Frank Hitchcock will be with him.
Mr. Hitchcock will be in the Territory
during the latter part o.f October and
now expects to make the trip here in
company with Mr. Ballinger.
"Denver accorded the President a
very enthusiastic reception," said Mr.
Luna yesterday. "He stood for more
than two hours in the capitol building receiving the people and great
crowds gathered on the streets and in
the auditorium to hear him speak. His
address there was a splendid effort.
While no changes will be made in the
schedule of the President's train until it reaches the coast we have every
reason to feel sure that the President
will give as much time to New Mexi
co and to his stay in Albuquerque as
it is possible to take."

Silver City, Sept. 24. Judge Frank
Parker Wednesday sentenced
James M. Kennedy, who was found
guilty cf murder in the first degree at
this term of the district court for the
murder of Francis G. Evans in the
southwestern part of Grant county on
last January first, y6 be hung in the
city on the loth jjfiy of October.
Kennedy killed" Evans at a water

West Dnxbtirv. Mass.. Sent. 21 In- New York. Sept. 21. The Gorman
Washington, Sept. 24. The planet
spired by the conviction that today cruiser squadron an ived today to take Mars is today fifteen million miles
on celebration, nearer to the earth than it has been
will be the end of the world, Hiiii niem-- j part in the Hudson-Ful- l
hers of the Triune Iminersionisis as-- j The English squadron is anchored off for fifteen years. The average distance is fifty million miles from the
senihled at their place of worship early Sandy Hook and was joined by
e
flagship, Inflexible, earth, but now it is only twenty-fivmorning io await the destruction intra) Seymour's
of the world by Are in fulfillment of said 10 be the fastest battleship afloat million miles distant. It is expected
made
their prophecy. In the chapel at Ash-- j and to be superior 1o anything in the that new discoveries will beinhabitand
its
the
planet
concerning
j
dad as they call their colony, services American navy.
With the arrival of the German ants if it has any.
have been held for a week in which
some
were
hole while they
driving
there have been frenzied exhortation and British fleets, preparations for.
cattle through the country. They be- to outsiders lo
celebration open-fold- TAFT AND SECRETARY
repent and join their; the Hudson-FultoBALLINGER CONFER.
came involved in a quarrel and he is
Du;di-werare
tomorrow
complete.
converts ing
eighteen
Yesterday,
charged with having hit Evans in
baptized." At ten o'clock. the.cates of the Half Moon, Hudson's
the head with an ax.
Fulton's President Opposed to Bureaucratic
time, drew near the sky'hip, and the Clermont.
appointed
had
before
Methods in Managenent of
Arrangements were
the
around
darkened and it began to storm which steamer, will be conducted
National Forests.
Judge Parker yesterday for a new was
the
saluted
tomorrow
and
by
harbor
regarded as a sign, but the sky
trial by his attorneys, but this was reCanon
Colo.,
Sept. 21. On
City.
was post- - warships.
Board President's Train, Sept. 22
fused. The defense in the trial en- cleared and the millenium
and
tomorrow
continuing
ex-Beginning
Ballindeavored to show that Kennedy was poned for a brief neriod. It was
October 9. the state of New York President Taft and Secretary
revealed
had
bee,,
that
it
plained
a long conference today on
deed.
of
the
time
the
had
at
crazy
ger
" "
end would come during the wen y- -,
His attorneys will take an appeal
the conservation of natural resources.
.
ivinfl u .1.1...
four hours alter six tonigtit. '1 tif;""
to tbe supreme court.
1tfH-V.. u.v.u..
.
It is the belief of those who profess
1
r
...
nry mutson iu iw
to know that the President is growThis makes two sentences to hang faithful are confident and spent Die
anniversary ot me successiui maus'"-atio- ing more opposed to bureaucratic
in Silver City on the 15th of next forenoon praying and singing hymns.
the
of steam navigation upon
As the morning passed, all hut the
month. Santos Ortiz, a Mexican, who
methods in the management of the
Fulton in 1S"7.
was found guilty of murder in the believers were excluded ana the cur- same river by Robert
national forests.
Half a million tons of warships are
first degree, of Marcelia Galvan, near tains were lowered. One of the lead
President Taft's special guests were
,
ers was overheard to say that if the anchored in the Hudson river to parti-- (;ovenior Snafrotn former Senator T.
Hatchita the Sth of August.
celebra-- '
tomor- - cipate in the Hudson-FultoM patterson and' John
F. Vivian,
Kennedy had been at the territorial world did not end before six
mam
American
of
trie
The
tions.
will
body
row
be
millenium
then
the
postsafe
of the state Republican
for
chairman
keeping.
penitentiary
poned fifty years. Many disposed of fleet, consisting of fifteen battleships, committee. To them he repeated his
cruisers and three assurances that the work of reclamaall their property expecting the mil- - three armored
EXAM1NG PEARY'S
a half dozen naval tion would have the earnest support
with
lenium.
scout
cruisers,
ARCTIC RECORD.
auxiliaries, is movins to its official ik- - of his administration and that way
SHOULD INCLUDE NEW
sition north of the three French battle would be found to complete the irriAlso Information He Has Obtained on
MEXICO'S HISTORY. ships in the Hudson.
gation projects now under way.
Question: "Did Cook Reach
liner brings dis- In his speech at Colorado Springs
Every
the North Pole?" .
President Roosevelt Has Pro,nised to tinguished guests for the celehralion. Taft referred to reclamation,
and
Write Annals, of Lone Star
The first notable arrival was Grand said:
24.-ti- on
Bar Harbor.JSept.
An examiua-bState.
Admiral Von Koester of the German
"These are not the works of a day.
was made today
General
Fort Worth, Tex., Sept. 24. Theo- - navv. Grand Admiral Von Koester The government will continue to look
Thomas H. Hubbard, president of the rtore Rooseveit win wrjte a history of Kaid he came as the representative of
fter th1 nroiects and will strive to
Peary Arctic Club, of the data and Texas. This announcement was given the German emperor and brought thej acnjeve tile bes(. resuits for irrigation
observations entrusted to him by out bv Col. Cecil A. Lyon, of Sher- - hitter's best wishes for the success and reclamation
through federal agenPeary of the dash to the pole and of man, Republican leader in Texas and of the celebration.
cies and also by attracting private
the information Peary has obtained on a personal friend of the former presi-- (
Many of this country's foreign repre- - capital."
the Question: "Has Cook reached the dent.
sentatives are here and will aid in en- The President's allusion to private
pole?"
Lyon declared his information is an- - tertainin. the visitors. Thomas .1.1 capital is taken by some to mean that
The examination is preliminary to a thelitis and that Roosevelt has planned O'Brien, American ambassador to he looks with favor upon Senator
conference on Monday when Peary will to write a history of the Lone Star Japan, has arrived.
Warren's proposition of a $50,000,000
t he Italian cruiser JMna. wnicn wun bond issue to complete the present
state tor a long Time anu nas coiiecieu
present further records.
T4t.i
n
Anlrt
A Lioi.n full
Ucll i.ieauiii
ce prO teCtS.
llclllilll l.nlnnk.'.i
una, Mm ,Ar'
mil t uttiu.
lllf T.i:
to resent the Italian government, has
BURIED BY SIDE OF
Lyon says Roosevelt decided
this history, because of his great rived.
LAWTON AND WIRT,
ERGOT FOUND IN ELSIE
admiration for famous old Texas char- Tne War vessels already in their
SIGEL'S STOMACH.
Last Resting Place of General Henry acters like Crockett. Houston and alloted position, will make the most
Austin.
C. Corbin in Arlington
notable and imposing international
New York. Sept. 24. The coroner's
Roosevelt will come to Texas next naval demonstration ever recorded on
j
Cemetery.
today brought in a verdict that
jury
Washington, Sept. 24. Almost side spring following his African hunt. He the Western hemisphere,
Elsie
Sigel came to her death through
On Saturday night these warships
by side with Generals Lawton and will go to Damsite, Lyon's ranch where
by Leon Ling. The verstrangling
Wirt, the body of Lieutenant General he will prepare his manuscript for pub- wjn blossom out in many thousands of dict, was delayed on account of the
lication.
"
i.S"tB,
Henry C. Corbin was buried
chemical examination.
The report of
ton cemetery today in the presence of
H um nit; w aiei mie iu m
.1
umai.
ebemistc that 1hf cfnniaeh enn- his family and personal friends.
while ten boatloads of fireworks will fain(j(1 ft
SPAIN HARASSED ABROAD
BARTENDER SHOT DOWN
quantlty of ergot did not al
NEAR HOME AT TUCSON, be set off about them
AND AT HOME.
ter
the
verdict.
SEA GULLS DRIVEN
Prince Kuni, the official representa-Tavlor- .
Ariz., Sept. 24. Walter
Tucson,
FAR INLAND.
Bomb Explosions at Barcelona Occur
of Japan, paid a visit to Major
live
a bartender, was assassinated
Daily and Complications in
last night outside his home near the General Leonard Wood, commander of
Drifted Before Hurricane and Now outsklrts of tnjs city
Morocco May End War.
E
Unknown as- - the department of the east, on Gover- - A
Madrid, Sept. 24. It is generally beSwimming Down Arkansas
sailants shot him from ambush. He nor's Island. A reception was tender- lieved that the complications arising
Toward Ocean.
died m sight of his wife and two chil- - ed to the prince.
between Spain and Mulai Hand, the
Glen H. Curtiss was guest of honor
Pine Bluff, Ark., Sept. 24. Hun - ' dren. The victim was an Englishman
sultan of Morocco, is" likely to result dreds of sea gulls, driven far inland and came here from Denver four at a luncheon given by the Aero Club
in terminating the war now going on from the Gulf of Mexico
by the hur- - months ago. He had lived in Kansas of America. Among the guests many
with the Moors. This action was ap ricane are swimming along the Ar City, where he was employed as a of whom made speeches indicating the
parently forced by political conditions kansas river.
wholesale liquor salesman.
appreciation of America in the success
at home. The situation at Barcelona
j of Curtiss, were
Judge E. H. Gray, Ool.
is causing renewed
anxiety. Bomb
J. J. Astor, R. J. Collier and St. Clair
explosions are of daily occurrence.
McKelway. Wilbur Wright, who is asOF
The government seizes all newspa,
sembling his aceoplane at Governor's
pers mentioning such occurrences.
Islnad 'did not attend the luncheon.
The minister of the interior claims
'
Favorable weather insures the simulthat the public schools were closed
taneous
flying of both Curtiss and
START EARLY
because of the anarchistic doctrine
Curtiss, after attending the
Wright.
taugh the children.
I!
luncheon went to Hammondsport, X.
Y., to bring a new areoplane to New
STRIKERS THROW
k, with which he will make his
STONES AT CARS.
flights over and about tne city. Curtiss
Rescued From Small
Several Officers Were
Incidentally
Boat in Which it Was
uie wngni aeroplane in me air ne win i
Slightly Hurt at
a race, thus precipitating an
it
give
Born
Omaha.
it cldent which will demand world-wid- e
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 24. Taking adattention.
vantage of a dense fog, strike symNw Orleans, La., Sept. 24. Be- The lareer hotels are ranidlv fillins
on
numerous
made
attacks
pathizers
show further loss of life
,ated
Stones MERELY A COUNTRY MAIDEN FRED GRANT FOR PRESIDENT with distinguished persons, their regis- and reports in
the, street cars this morning.
the hurricane, the
property
like
ters
of
the
roster
alerady reading
and other missiles were thrown but
list of dea belnS over a hundred. A
an
diDlomatie
conference.
international
There
little serious damage was done.
While it is expected that more than' four vear old child was found in
.
was much stone throwing last night,
Ot
Confessed
She
Bat
I
he
Finally
2.000,000 persons will crowd the banks branches of a tree in Terre Bonne
Anniversary
and several officers were slightly hurt.
of the river to witness the naval par- - ' 1ansa wnere 11 ftad been nree davs
to District Attorney AfThere was some trouble from spiked
Founding of Party Cele.
ades, grand stands to seat another w'hout food and water- - Two cther
switches and obstructions on the
Arrest.
ter
brated
at
Chicago.
million or more have been erected fhl,dren were found alone on a mound
track.
.in the middle of. the prairie, with no
j
along the route of the parade.'
other life within miles... A relief expe- .
.
,
,
,
'
Kansas City, Sept. 24. When he
COLONEL BRYAN WILL
Chicago, 111., Sept. 24. The policy
iu
ditIon rescued a small boat in which
,lu.cuLB..cUuuie.uu
kuc,
ANSWER SENATOR BAILEY. iouna iour
marriage ceruncates in . 0f the Prohibition party In 1912 and i'uiuuc aim outer socieues permis a baby ha(1 been born an hour before
o
wire s irunK, ifreaencK unapman
the relief boat arrived.
candidate prob- - t&'u" 10 "u,iU Kna ianns aions
Fuzz Will Fly at El Paso, Texas, Mon- became suspicious that his wife was possibly a presidential
three miles of the border of Central
Blew Hundred Miles an Hour.
on
be
determined
will
ably
tentatively
not the unsophisticated country giri
day, When Great Commoner
park, providing hey aid not charge
Fla., Sept. 24. Short of
Pensacola,
Will Talk on Tariff.
which he supposed her to be and after today by the party and leaders gath- - more than ?5 for a seat for the three coal and with her crew without food
El Paso, Texas, SepL 24. In a further investigation he had her ar - ered to celebrate the fortietn annlver- parades. When it was discovered that for
several davs the British steam
a stand two blocks long had fallen into er Tocantius crept into
telegram from Phoenix this morning, rested and charged with, bigamy. Ac- - sary of the founding of the party.
port' last
come
W. J. Bryan announces he will
uie nanus or speculators ana tnac
uuiutus iu an anegeu coniessiuu iu
after battle with the Gulf
'ucj aie wuuuus ucucioi
to El Paso on Monday and would, an- the district attorney, Mrs. Chapman erick Dent Grant, son of the famous iese seats had been sold at from $15 night
ricane. Saturday the wind blew a
swer Bailey's criticism of his opinion admits being married, to five men and general and president; as their presi- . hundred miles
an hour, the steamer's
on the tariff.
'
that she deserted each.
dential candidate for 1912.
(Continued oa Page Eight.)
decks were swept, and all food ruined.
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WIFE
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PROHIBITIONISTS

One Blown Into the
Branches of Tree
by Hurricane

I
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Calls Out Its Men Because
Machinists Formed a
New tynion.
Butte, Mont., Sept. 24. As the
'Of a fight between the Western
Federation of Miners and the hoisting
engineers, eighty per cent of the
Butte mines are closed this morning.
The majority of the engineers seceded
from the Federation, establishing a
new union. The Federation ordered
the miners ,not to go to work this
morning in. the mines employing engineers belonging to the new union.
"The situation is remarkable in that
the employers have nothing to do
with it. No strike or walkout was
ordered and the question of hours,
wages or rules is not involved. Unless
the unions settle their differences
within a few days the smelters - at
Anaconda and Great Falls will close
15,000
throwing out of employment
men.
it

Her Latest Acquisi- Meet in Chicago to
Outline Platform
tion Finds Marfor 1912
riage Certificate
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Established 1856.

SHIP ME SOMEWHERE.
Ship we somewhere west of Kansas
Stomach trouble is but a symptom of. and not
where the earth's not crowded no;
In it- - lf a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia,
and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
Where they have about four people Hiiirtburn.
they are symptoms only of a certain specific
lo each sipiai'e mile, you know;
Serve sickness nothing else.
this fact that first correctly led Tr. Shoop
Where the atmosphere's been washed in Itthewa?creation
of that now very popular Stomach
Dr. Snoop's Restorative. Going direct
and dried and ironed so smooth and Ki
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that success
fine,
and favor to Ir. Shoop and his Restorative. Without that original and highly vital principle, no
That it seems a happy foretaste of such
lasting accomplishments were ever to be had.
some elixir divine.
j
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad

WITH
THE REPITATION OF CARRYING THE

SPECIAL Y

For I'm sick of all these people,
swarming, sweltering to and fro,
Sick of twenty-storiescrapers, and
the stony streets below;
About this time each year it comes,
that longing, back to me,
For those spaces west of Kansas,
where they stretch out wide and
free.

OF!
LADIES TAILOR MADE SUITS
"
Suits made to order (fit guaranteed)
"
Silk and linen waistsi
'
'
"
voile skirts
Shoes (American Lady)

MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
Satts (Hart Schaffner & Marx)
"
Shoes (Hanan)
(Florsheim)

" (AmericanjGentlerr.an)
Hats (John B, Stetson)

'

.

Shirts (The Elgin)

'

Fancj Vests

Stock is fresh and up to date prices are very reasonable
come at once and give us a trial.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

Win. FARAIf

at SALMON Store
I

NATHAN SALMON.
mi

3232331

In

sws gmtftsraaaift

100 lbs Pansy Flour
50 "

"

j

Santa Fe.

:

i

Restorative
STRIPPUNG-EURROW-

1

1.65

Bobolink

:

50"
8

f

TIT. n T
VVGU1VC
'

$3.20

Oh, I love the locomotive, when her hasn't anything to say about them
head is pointed west,
and editors in the Bible. I think the
And her wheels are swift revolving, it editor is one of them missing links you
is then I love her best;
read of. He stayed In the bushes until
Past the lake front at Chicago, corn- after the flood, and then came out and
fields rich of "old Mizzoo,"
wrote the thins up, and has been there
Past the bluffs at Kansas City, west- over since. I don't think he ever
ward portals rolling through.
dies. I never saw a dead one and
never heard of one getting licked. If
When my long day's work is over, and the editor makes a mistake, people
I toil and moil no more,
say he ought to be hung; but if a
Don't plant nie in the sodden earth doctor makes
any mistake he buries
upon this foggy shore;
folks
dassent say nothing,
thein
and
Ship me somewhe-- e west of Kansas, because doctors can read and write
onward
where the great plains
Latin. When the editor makes a missweep
take, tliere is a lawsuit and and swear'Neath the shadow of the Rockies it
ing and a big fuss; but if a doctor
is still and I shall sleep.
makes one there is a funeral, cut flowMinnie J. Reynolds, New York Press
ers and perfect silence. A doctor can
use a word a mile long without anyU. S. Grand Jury Discharged
The
what it means; but if
V. S. grand jury at Albuquerque was body knowing
one he has to spell it.
uses
editor
the
discharged yesterday by Judge Ira A. If the doctor
goes to see another man's
Abbott.
if
Fire at Las Vegas The adobe resi- wife, he charges for the visit; but
of
dence of Nicolas T. Cordova near Las the editor goes he gets a charge
buckshot. When the doctor gets
Vegas, was partially destroyed by
drunk, it is a case of being overcome
fire on Tuesday afternoon.
the heat, and if he dies it's from
by
One Tooth for Each Day Although
heart
trouble; when an editor gets
of
three
the
only
days old,
daughter
drunk
its a plain case of too much
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Martinez of Las
booze and when he dies it from a
Vegas, already has three teeth.
cause too disgraceful to speak of. Any
Special Train A special section of
the Limited which passed Lamy yes- old college can make a doctor; an
terday carried 75 delegates to the Na- editor has to be born." Rapid River
Rustler.
tional Gua?d convention at Los

Fatally Injured in Football Game
Joseph, the son of Luke Walsh of

Buy Albuquerque
A. Hubbell

Frank

1.60 I!

a

das'!

register tickets

With all cash purchases.!

Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper vill be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
(that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-- (
iig a constitutional diseases requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Ca-- !
tarrh Cure is takeD internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby de
stroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
fails to cure. Send for list of testi- monals.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO..
j

O.

MANUFACTURER

I
j

W

FROM

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

Ifyou wantSa gocd pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER

BROWN Make
wear
will
and cost you no
They
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
FOR

P O Box 219.

A

HALF CENTURYJ

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

TRY OUR

IN THE

Groin

CITY.

Alfalfa Meal

Also Good lot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
"Wholesale and

LEI HERSCH

Retail Dealers in

'

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt ani Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
AH persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.
Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
PHONE 203 BLAOK
208 WEST PALACE AVE.!
SBESSSsl

St. Michael's College

Superintendent.
M.

ATKINSON, Secretary.

Santa Fe, Hew Mexico

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

dbye?hEd CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

MILK

Telephone Mo' 149 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

COMMERCIAL LITERARY

(lOlHM

SCIENTIFIC

&

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

Builders and Contractors

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

A Morning Joy

An
Evening Comfort
Now is the time

WHICH WAY?!
L-

'Pureair

A.

-i

"Comfort

DESPAIR
w

U7

Drudgery

COALEATER

your h?at

w

to anticipate

ints.

use

tA

vir

r
Cleanliness

I, -P&a-

VIMITATIC

"

Ashes

'

'

KAVAGANCE

.

J

Idea

Safety
ECONOMY

Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

r

Automatic

yv

Durability
j

House for American

s
JV

AS

I

LET US FIGURE YOUR

O.

JEWELER

1 W

I

i

Q

4.00 '$6.00

PRICES'

D. M. HOOVER & SON

An Essay en. Editors "I don't know
how newspapers came to be in the
world. I don't think God does, for he

tm

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

i

I

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

FOR BIDS.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the Board of Regents of the New Mexico Military Institute, Roswell, N. M.,
up to 12 o'clock noon, the 9th day of
October, 1909, for the construction of
the Academic Building, according to
plans and specifications on file at the
offices of I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co.,
Architects, Trinidad, Colo., and Santa
Fe. N. M., also at the office of the secretary. Proposals must be accompanied by a certified check in amount
equal to 3 per cent of proposal, according to conditions accompanying specifications. The board reserves the right
to reject any and all bids.
COL. J. W. WTLLSON,

ESS

I

1

CALL

have bought the Interest, of W. H.
Gillenwater in the Albuquerque Wa- ter and Supply Company, Mr. Gilleri- - j
water at the same time acquiring the
Roswell Light and Power Company.
Death Shrouded in Mystery R. E.
Wilburn died at the Miners' Hospital
at Raton on Wednesday of injuries received Saturday or Sunday. Wilburn
did not recover consciousness and it
is not known how he received the
wcund to his head that caused death.

PERIPATETIC PEN

QBHSSffiSH

CALL. AjUD

Water Company.
and A. B. McMillen

ff GLEANINGS BY A

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast

CO.

S

1

WE HAVE THEM

Dr. Shoop's

.

100"

E0I1I.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

fully recommend

j

Albuquerque, was seriously, perhapsfatally injured, in a football game at
St. Mary's, Kan.
Zamora Held for Grand Jury Pedro
Zamora was held under $500 bond at
Albuquerque yesterday for the grand
jury for assault with a deadly weapon
upon a young man named Armijo.
Wreck on Santa Fe Near Willard
Eleven cars of the local train on the
Santa Fe went into the ditch near Willard this week, the accident being
caused by a broken flange. The westbound passenger train was tied up all
night r.t Willard.

$3.30

"

i

33

Flow, Hay,

Phone 10a

store

Kii

'An-gele-

j

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

Incorporated 1903

BROS.

breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop'J
Tablets or Liquid and see for your-sel- f
what it can and will do. We sell and cheer-

I

"

24, 190&

iii--

MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

"

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICAN Radiator

j

Why not let us route you to good
health. The economy in fuel consump-- .
tion will in due time pay all transporta-- j
tion costs.

Wood-Davi- s

3SES

AT5

AT

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY
U

PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

JMlUIUDb

lullUIII

Powder

The Purest Impalpable Talcum Powder Made

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
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MOVEMENT TO UPLIFT
ed scale, but it has been broad enough
IT IS SERIOUS.
It is an admitted fact that real esAGRICULTURISTS. so that
feel sure it will pay well
tate, financial men and merchants all
New Mexico Milttary Institute
Of
to
Realize
I get my plans In operation.
Fail
when
Fe
Some
Santa
People
are
Bay that quickest and best results
Beto
I
much
course
gratified
am very
the Seriousness.
g
Dry Farming Congress Has Only
obtained by adverti.sins In the New
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
find that the product I am trying
gun Its Real Work Says New
West Point of the Southwest"
Mexican.
The
id S ';1.'
Mexico Farmer.
ui;irket U nf a sunertor cpiahty
The constant aching or a bad back.
if,;
Armv Officers Detailed by War Department.
the prices are very good.
The weariness, the tired feeling.
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Billiiii-'s- .
24. "There
Mont..
The pains and aches of kidney ills
; Arm?
"Would I advise women to under"A."
never was a movement to uplift th'1 take farming? Not as a rule. Unless
Are serious if neglected.
Through Academic course, preparing younfr
'
agriculturists of the world a woman has a lining ior u aim aj
Dangerous urinary troubles follow. semi-arimen
for college or for business life. Great
how
A Santa Fe citizen shows you
equal to the Dry Farming Congress whole lot of courage to take hold or
of open air work. Heaithiets location
amoi;nt
work."'
to avoid them.
she
had
come
and it has only begun its real
up
the .iifi'ienlnes that
of any Military School Id the Union. Located
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, ColThis is the opinion expressed by I. better not trv it. Many women could
Pecos Valley the garden
d the beautiful
T. Getty, of Montoya. New Mexico, a laa
lege Street, Santa Fe, X. M., says:
a success of it undoubtedly, but
"Several years ago I used Doan's farmer who has recently become a it means a lot or hard etmn to win.
spot of the West al an e'evatloc of 3.700
Kidney Pills, procured from i"P-- j nlPmber of the Congress. Mr. (Jetty's Some women are adapted to it. and so
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
is tvI1ic;il of the sentiment far as the conditions here are conling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and
Ittle rain or snow during session.
1 was cured of a bad attack of kid-siieh that a
are
)( lvUf.T received cerned
regse(I jn
FOR
believe
Eleven Officers and Instructe-s- , all graduthey
ney complaint. At that time a state-- ,)y the socr(.t.u.v ()f th(, ronsrross from woman who could make a success of
ates from star dard eastern colleges. Ten
OPPORTUNITY
fent appeared in the local papers,! farmers in all parts of the west. In farming anvwherc eles could do it
buildings, throughly furnished, heatod. lighted
tellinsr of rav experience and I now New Mexico there has been a great here in Custer
county."
"COME
and
modern lp all respects.
take pleasure in confirming all that increase in the interest in the work
vt. will he there with 'Me goods
E. A. Cahoon, President; W
REGENTS
was then said in favor of Doan's
in the last year. The,, surprise them." writes W. S. Persh- the
of
Congress
back
Vice
President; J. Phelps White,
G, Harniitou,
Pills. I had pains in my
settlement of that territory and iu.ir. an active member of tin Dry
rapid
to
M.
W.
me
AtklDson
stoop
for
it
difficult
made
Treasurer;
Secretary, and W
that
the
Congress who lives at
arising of new
A
and there were other troubles which lems,consequent
Filyan
upon the solution of which de- Colorado, in the heart of a iarj e dry
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
plainly showed that my kidneys were pends the success of the settlers, has
I
I
Mr. Pel hinir has
HWa
X
fanning district.
I
began taking
at fault.' Soon after
address.
impressed the New Mexicans with the informed Prof. W. H. Olin.
Add 25 Cents to the Annual Subscrip Doan's Kidney Pills, an improvement
COL. IA. W. WILLUOK,
of investigation of soil con-- dent of the Congress and superintendof
contents
the
and
(Ion Rate of the New Mexican Publi- w:is noticeable,
Superintendent
iiiernational
ditions
.nt
the
exhibits
for
methods.,
of
climate,
agricuUural
to
boxes restored mv kidneys
cations, to Receive the Western
which will;
iinnmil cmidition also entirely and seeds. This is the work of the pry Panning Exposition
their
Investor's Review.
will be held in Billings. Montain. Octol
removing the pain in my back. I am !ry Farming Congress which
that eastern Colorado will be
in Mr that limine the timp that hold its fourth session at Billings,
well
October
WOODS"
Mont.,
'BACK TO THE
represented with exhibits which
has since passed, my cure has been
Prof. K. will show wonderful progress in the
The
sent
Consress
recently
permanent."
Price 50 J. hidings of Colorado Agricultural agricultural development of that state.
For sale by all dealer
Co., Buffalo, College, into the southwest in the He also assures large attendance of
cents.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
New York, sole agents for the United capacity of field commissioner to in- delegates from his section.
in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these wateri
located
Mr. Pershing has attended a numStalest.
vestigate the local conditions. Prof,
tested by the
miles west has been thoroughly
Remember the name Doan's and hidings found many of the settlers ber of county fairs this fall in Colo Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiraculous cures attested to in th
in New Mexico struggling with the rado and reports that the exhibits, of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
take no other.
following diseases:
Paralysis, Rheuproblems confronting them and labori- there are unusually good. A number Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism,
Malaria,
Bright's
Neuralgia,
TO AN13 FROM ROSWELL.
ously evolving clues to their solution. of these exhibits are expected to be!
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Con
are
brought to Billings, but there
Connection made witu Automobile He carried the message of the
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections,
Scrofula,
line at Torrance for Roswell daily, gress to them and started many on many dry farmers who are preparing daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comexclusively for the! The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathAutomobile leaves Torrance for Ros- the way to secure the education that special exhibits
inin
success
Roswell
4
is
at
tc
essential
and
arrives
a.
m.,
well at
Dry Farming Exposition, being
agricultural
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- any
Through the spired to extra effort by the offer of carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
region.
Stage meets Denver
Denver very
well for Torrance at I p. m. and ar- commercial bodies of the territory and three trophy cups
by the
dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
m. The the territorial immigration bureau Chamber of Commerce for Colorado;
This resort is attracyear round. There is now a commod- upon request.
the inferior woods that you used to rives at Torrance atFe10andp. Torrance
Mr. Pershing himself has. ious hotel for the convenience of in- - tive at all seasons and is open all
is being kept up in the com- exhibits.
between
Santa
fare
interest
of
?ise if this new line of Lumber
is $5.80 and between Torrance and ing meeting at Billings and delega- been very successful this year espo- - va.lids and tourists.
People suffeing winter.
Passengers for Ojo Callente
tuns is not the best you ever put a Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- tions are being organized in the vari- chilly with his Silver Mine white oats,: rom
cocoumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
saw or nail in! We are striving to mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, ous agricultural districts with the raised without irrigation on he east- contagious diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
7hese waters' contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
promise that there will be a large ern Colorado plains.
supply only the best seasoned and manager, Automobile Line.
Une ot ttie ieatures or uie .ue;i of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
number of New Mexico farmers presleast flawed Lumber that can be
ent at the Fouth Dry Farming Con- county fair which is being held this
and we
Good for Biliousness.
found in this neighborhood,
in
week at Grand Junction. Colorado, is
pleasing
believe we are succeeding
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stom gress.
J. B. Collins, secretary of the Miles the disnlav from the first real dry
fill our numerous customers. Let us ach and Liver Tablets last night, and
f oonty N M
Oj)C iisnU.
hear your complaints either as to I feel fifty per cent better than I have City Chamber of Commerce, has set a farm crop ever grown in that part of
M.
Leslie, of
western slope. J.
quality or price. We'll cheerfully for weeks, says J. J. Firstone of Al- commendable example for others
Mr.
ac- - Fruita, Colo.,
is the exhibitor.
his
similar
By
positions
remedy anything that's wrong.
cupying
a
are
Mich.
certainly
"They
legan,
to
in
in
Leslie
decided
interest
farming
dry
try
locally
arousing
sale
tivity
fine article for biliousness." For
the Fouth Dry Farming Congress methods' this year and as a result it
by all druggists.
which will meet at Billimrs. Montana. is said he has been eminently sueMr. Collins has per- - cessful. His exhibit consists of wheat,
October
'
the
mayor of Miles City, ' oats, rye, beans, potatoes and other
sonally urged
the county commissioners of Custer vegetables. Mr. Leslie has been
to send an exhibit of his crop
county and the officers of the
ber of Commerce to appoint repre-jtthe International Dry Farming Ex-sentative men to attend the Congress position which will be held at BilOF
TO
as delegates and he reports to the lings, Montana, October 229, in con-Fourth
with
Dry
Custer
the
nection
Farming!
secretary of the Congress that
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC
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NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

in--

Cham-'vite-

1
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ARTS

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
A U College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
Cvil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Eco
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul-

ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

ROSWELL-TOKRANC- E

AUTOMOBILE

U. S. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengers over 30 house between
AgenU for the Buick, Pope Toledo, these points over any other route
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passen
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chauf
Santa 'Fe and ' all points in the
feurs in charge of every car. SeaU
Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying tc
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for Tell, New Mexico.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Baggage allowance 50 lba. Anj
amount of baggage can be carried
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
Perfect Fitting "Elatic" Book-cate- a
are the only ones which successfully
adaot themselves to the condition of
the modern home.
There may be certain limitations as to room,
but whatever space is available can be utilized
and beautified by an artistic arrangement of these cases, the only
made in two lengths, 34 and 25 inch
kind of sectional book-cas- e
distinct
in
and
three
types Colonial, Standard and Ideal.
lengths,
Our catalogue illustrates in colors eight different finishes of quar
tered oak and mahogany.
We will call and measure any space
in your house and give you the exact
cost in ny finish you "ay select.
New miexlcan
com
pany. Local AgenU, Santa,
F; N. w.

81

j

1

county will have one of the large Congress, October
delegations at Billings. He states that! Under the caption, "Be a Dry Farm j
there are many farmers and others Booster," the Santa Lake Desert
preparing to attend the Congress in Farmer recently printed the following
addition to those who shall be named editorial:
"There is to be a Dry Farming Conas official delegates.
Custer is one of the Montana coun- gress ot Billings, Montana, in a
and Utah should go down with
ties having several millions of acres
of dry farming land and numerous a delegation one hundred strong and
settlors who have taken up homo- - bring honors to the state. Utah is
steads during the last two or three' the pioneer in dry farming and it
years have been unusually successful is now time that she should begin to
this year in harvesting bumper crops. make herself known and influence
The Custer county dry land crops are 'felt in this Congress which has for
not limited to grains and forage crops, j its object the development of dry farm
but. include fruits and vegetables. An ing in the state."
important source of supply of garden
produce for Miles City tables is a dry BACON AND CABBAGE
WITH FRIJOLES ON SIDE.
farm operated by Miss Anna C. H.
a
professional
Christensen, formerly
nurse in New York City who gave up Mayor Callaghan of San Antonio, Tex.
Thinks it Would Be Good
her profession to take advantage of
Enough for Taft.
the opportunities offered in eastern
Montana.
San Antonio, Tex.( Sept. 24. This-citGovernor W. R. Stubbs of Kansas,
has enterprising hotel men. To
has informed the secretary of the Dry
host of President Taft during
be
the
has
he
ap
that
Farming Congress
his
stay here has resulk l in a great
pointed three additional delegates to
deal
of hustling between them. When
the Fourth Dry Farming Congress
race
started there were three likethe
which will meet at Billings, Montana,
The new appointees ly favorite in the field, but one of them
October
are Conrad Krueger, Ffeifer; .J. H. had to be scratched because his palaWard and W. A. Smith, Hays, Kan. tial establishment failed to near the
A number of commercial bodies in necessary point of completion. Since
western Kansas, where the interest then the two left in the race have been
in dry farming is steadily growing, trying their best to carry off the honare organizing delegations to the Bill- ors.
hosts attend a reBoth would-bings meeting.
At Miles City, Mont., the principal cent meeting of the entertainment
cafes are being supplied with corn committee held at the city hall over
In
and vegetables from a dry farm oper- which Mayor Callahan presided.
volout-danother
one
to
order
C.
they
H.
Miss
ated by
Anna
Christensen,
a young trained nurse, who gave up unteered to stand the entire expense of
the practice of her profess ion in New entertaining the President and his
York City to take up o homestead ten party. That part of the proceeding
miles from Fallon, on Spring Creek. looked pretty good to the committee,
Proctically alone and unaided she has and especially the mayor. But one of
made her improvements and put in the hotel men suggested that if he was
her
thoroughly given the office of looking after Big
crops,
studying
dry farm methods of cultivation. Miss Bill he would even go to the expense
Christensen recently told the story of of importing every delicacy that could
her success to a member of the Mon- be found in the north in addition to
tana Board of Control of the Fourth having the best of the south. Here
Dry Farming Congress which will hold the Indian in Mayor Callaghan came to
its annual session at Billings, Mont., the front.
Ocotober
She said:
"You don't mean lo say that we
"I came from New York last year havn't right here what they got in the
because I found the work of my pro- north or any other place on the outfession too confining.
Having heard side," he asked hot' v. "Why, if we
of the opportunities
for secur- had to dine Bill on bacon and cabbage
ing homesteads in this state, I came with frijoles as a side dish, we couldn't
here to investigate and located my afford to let it be known that we had
homestead on Spring Creek. It looked to get outside help to give him the
very much like an uphill task, but I squarest feed he's had in years. Nothhave kept at it pretty persistently and ing doing. Any banqueting that's gomy health has been good. The rest ing to be done will be done with the
did not matter so much. Of course I products of this wide land of ours.
have seen something of what many Import things from the outside, forpeople would call hardships, but I sooth."
believe now I can see success and I
The edict having gone forth Presifeel that I shall have a home and a dent Taft will get a real Texas dinner;
business, and, most of all, good health. a dinner, the mayor says, that couldn't
"I have tried to make a careful be excelled or even duplicated on this
study of dry farming methods and or the other side of the the ocean.
when I was in doubt I have gone to
the books for assistance. Most of my
If you want anything on earth try
work has necessarily been ou a limit- - a New Mexican want "ad."

All Parts of the World.

i
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MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

General Express Forwarders
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o

Fargo Si Company
xpress

i

few-week-s

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargs
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throahoat the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreiga Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right
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San Francisco Street

Um

Wares

u

Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
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ONLY
of

the finest

TSSfKS SALE

Embroideries

i

White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWiST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGESEditor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

-

Vice-Preside-

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.

OFFICIAL

Daily, six months, by mail

.20

2.00
1.00
.75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
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GET BUSY.
(nient must, be as dry as a bone. But
will have the honor of there are many similar surprises in
of the Territory
a number of very distin- - ''the hydrography
guished visitors within the next fifty Whose water resources are only par- days. '. Anions them will be Secretary . t sally known.
of the Interior Ballinger, Postmaster
General Hitchcock, who has visited
The New Mexican can do printing
here before. Senator Borah of Idaho,
to that done in any of the large
equal
and the members of the Senate Irri- cities. Our
solicitor, every piece of
gation Committee of which Senator wcrk we turn out.
Try our stock
Carter of Montana is Ihe head. All' once and
will certainly come
you
these visitors come to post themWe have all the facilities for
selves on conditions in New Mexico again.
out every class of work, in
in view of the expected admission of turning
one of the best binderies in
eluding
the Territory as a state of the Union the west.
should
a
in winter.
receive
They
hospitable welcome. Every facility
should lie placed at their disposal to
enable them to secure such information and statistics as they desire. New
H.
GO.
KAUtiE
.Mexico has nothing to hide, but much
to show in the way of resources,
progress and patriotism. It might be
THE LEADING
well for the Board of Trade and the
: Commercial
Club to take the neces- -

Santa Fe
entertaining

r.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail

FE KEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
(union? 5sAuib1'

S

S.

The First National Bank
OF SANTA FE.
The o'dest bankirg institution in New Mexico,

Establi; hf d

in 1870.

R. J. PALEN, President.
I. A. HUGHES,
Vice

President.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

J,B.

READ,

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- $75. COO
-

Transacts

a

general barkirg business in all its brandies.

Loans money on the most favorable'terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sellr. bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys a- d sells
'
domestic and foreign: exchange-anmakes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the' civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money traasmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. Tha bankexecutes al1 oriers of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all .respects, as is coisistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
-

sary steps to entertain these visitors
THE COST OF LIVING.
.NOT TOO LATE YET.
while they are the guests of Santa
l is' not i(o late for Santa" Fe to Despite the Reductions made by ihe Fe. There
are some things in which
is
of
procost
the
living
retrieve its 'mistake;, of letting ihe new;, tariff,
Fe
is
interested besides politics
Santa
absurdiand office holding and the favorable
Greater Santa Fe election be lost by gressing steadily, proving the
ty of the claim that hiirh protection is
may mean
default. .ill uiumui'f idMus
""V ,!, ,..,oA r i,.a..0,i 0vmiUK nf the impression' made now,
in generous treatment of the
much
outthe populated parts of
fiou5:(holtl.
capital by Washington authorities in
side, of the city limits and excluding f These have been increasing rapidly tlie future.
THE Best
rthe property of the Santa Fe Water for most of the last thirteen years and
lower
Company, could be passed legally are asain advancing the slightly
Secretary of War Dickinson, himself
of
and its provisions submitted to the levels brought by the depression
a Southerner, and a former Demo1908. All through the past summer the
crat and Confederate, in his address
people. Possibly, the municipal elecof the necessaries of life have at
Nashville, Tennessee, yesterday,
tion next April would be a good time prices
been slowly advancing, reaching on
treated the important race question
for this, for then a full vote could
1 the highest
figure reported
be gotten out and it would still be in August
dispassionately and from the conservsave in 1907.
ative Southern standpoint. He is not
tune for the census which will be for that date
BOSS PATENT FLOUR
The average cost of the supplies one of those, who forgetting that it
taken the last "half of April and would
BEST because it
take cognizance of any change in mu- practically every household must buy was the South itself that imported
49
cent
in
since
over
now
the
best
increased
would
be
him
of
has
rid
per
the
in
negro,
gives
nicipal boundaries made effective
the beginning of the month. Says lS9ti, but the Review of Reviews re- by denying him the right to work and
bread and pastry of any
the Albuquerque Journal on the ques- marks that it is "rather interesting" live and be ambitious. He denounced
ti ur you cm buy.
tion of city enlargement for the pur- to note in the Bradstreet statistics that mob law and mob rule in scathing
He sees no immediate solupose of making a good showing in the commodities controlled by the terms.
the census returns which will stand trusts have generally shown a smaller tion of the problem but does believe
z
contains more Gluten
that irritation and conflict of interas official for the next ten years:
increase in price than the average.
a
which is the very Ufa of
minimum by
Thus refined petroleum sold in 1S90 ests, can be reduced to
"It is generally conceded that it
and
wisdom.
He
forbearance
WU-MAwhole7.S
cents
to
much
value
the
for
matter
a
and
a
of
would be
praised
gallon
VAUGHN pROP,
th? whea. and which 0
cents. Sugar President Taft unstintedly and Taft's
New Mexico, as an advertisement, to sale price now is 8
make the bfad nutritious
cents a pound and understanding of the South which
let the world know that we have in cost in ISOfi 4
One of
in
the Territory at least two or three costs now 4.85 cents. Anthracite coal has resulted in a policy that will not
and WHOLESOME
Cuisine and
towns of consilerable size and im- in lst'G cost $4.25 a tou and is now fippoint the negro in the South to
Sample
federal office but will not exclude him
Table Service
Room for Comportance, and the fact was also gen- - $4.00
me norm.
The Bradstreet agency has selected IIom important positions
Unexcelled
mercial Travelers
erally recognized that the coining fednother vitally irriDor- eral census would afford us an excel- 10( articles of domestic consumption'
BOSS
tant fe tu-SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
lent means of utilizing that oppor- and has kept a careful record of their
WASHINGTON AVENUE
The Cleveland, Ohio, man who cured
tunity. It was believed, up to a very prices month ' y month for seventeen himself of what physicians called a'1,
entiFLOUR is
PATENT
short time ago, that the mere sugges- years. The highest point ever reached incurable stomach trouble, by fasttion of the idea would be sufficient to was in March, 1907, after which came
rely free fromCELLULOSB
ing 51 days adopted a rigorous cure
cause Albuquerque, and probably San- the moderate slum) caused by the but was simply
the indigestible eleniett si
acting on the old
ta Fe to take the necessary steps to financial disturbances or that year. We adage that most people eat too much
.AMERICAN AND
of the wheat.
EUROPEAN PLA
extend their corporation lines over are omv marching
back
the
stomach
that
and
occasionally
steadily
the several adjoining suburbs which toward this hi?;h record and the Au- needs a rest. The average glutton
are in reality, portions of the
gust, figures are only G.8 per cent be would be astonished to find, if he
cities, but at the same time it low it.
only had will power to try it, that
was thought that the people of the
Some of the individual cases of in- the human system can get along
old and new towns of Las Vegas were
Adcreased costs are much more impres- with comparatively little food.
so far apart in sentiment and sympa- sive
to
are
the
scientists
vanced
adinclining
the
has
than
average. Rubber
thy that it would be hopeless to at- vanced from 81 cents a
as
1890 theory that many diseases such
in
pound
tempt to bring them together in one to $1.9S a pound now; pork from $8.25 typhoid would be avoided altogether
corporation. It seems, however, that a barrel to $21.75; eggs from 12
if people kept their digestive organs
LE. LACOME
PKQKE 28.
we are to have a practical illustration
in tone by moderate eating and prop
28
a
mutton
dozen
from
cents
to
cents;
of the old saying that it is the
5
cents a
to 11 cents; corn er selection ot food. However, that
that happens. Albuquerque, from 34 centspound
a
bushel to 80 cents; may be, all doctors agree that people mmaUKUUmmanmMmmms
Proprietor
which is supposed to lead in exhibi- wheat from 64 cents a bushel to $1.20 err mostly in the direction of eating
not
take
does
too- much and that most physicians
tions of public spirit,
and so forth. The figures given are
would have a slim income if people
sufficient interest in the 'greater city wholesale
Commodious Sample lccm
adthe
and
a
rule
prices
reduced and selected their diet
idea, to even circulate a petition to ' mao
iu uic uiuuiul
the city council, while in Santa Fe
Long Distance Telephone Station.
to
where the question was submitted
About a
the people, it was voted down. And
Odd
Fellows
The
the
will
not
declares
Sam
Uncle
wrong
that
go
Woman
a
fair
livinp In
"on the other hand there is now
Steam Heated: Electric
to
a large sanitarium for
tffj property
in the United States own
by
establishing
FIRST CLASS CAPE
towns
of
the
a
the
tret
house of her own
into
people
prospect that
Room
at Santa Fe. The order
Every
head, valued at $3.43 each, or a
There are hundreds of thinps
Lighted.
of Las Vegas will compromise their consumptives
IN CONNECTION
she would like to do to make her
numbers two million members and ac- total of $192,032,000, which, according!
a Good One,
home more confortable,
( wn
differences and come together, and
to statistics, something like to the estimate of the writer, is mighty
cording
ai
and
tractive
Nearly
pleasant
this prospect is growing better every 125,000 of those members are doom near
every won an is a money saver
$1.50 per head less than the sheep
and she will help you wonderfully
FftESS THE BUTTON "WE DO THE REST,
day.
a are actually worth. If the chap who
to
ed
die
to pay for a home,
Only
,of
consumption.
"The Las Vegas Optic is for consoli small fraction of these can
hope to
dation. It is a firm believer in that be taken care of in a modern sani- estimates the value of these sheep
Money
would go right out among the farmers
old adage that "in unity there is tarium in a climate so near to
per and flock owners today and try and
this
saying
strength," for
Will Do
fection for the cure of consumption pick up 50, 100 or 500 head of sheep
has' never been disproved.
as that of Santa Fe, but the order at $3.43,' there are a lot of
Runs on the European Plani
people who
We will fell you a very desir"This paper believes that now is owes it to itself and to
as would be
humanity,
which
on
hon.e
to
com
able
a
him
payments,
pay
glad
good
the. time for action on the petition well as to the exchequer of each inrent money will make
jour
is, the
on"t wait. Begin now paying
presented to the ciiy council and dividual lodge to establish sanitaria mission, me tactot tne matter
for
home.
your
not
could
find
estimator
aforesaid
the
town board of trustees, calling upon to take care of
LET US EXPLAIN OUR
every member strick- woolly heads? According to the gov
and
the
towns
two
of
the
the mayors
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP MOen with the disease and to which each ernment
estimate, New Jersey holds
aldermen to take steps looking to- member would feel free to go,
NEY.
right
wards an election to decide this ques- at the start of the disease when the her sheep at $5 per head, the highest
GEO. M. KINSELL
tion, which just now is the paramount chances for cure are best. Many a average, and Georgia and Florida at
294 San Francisco St.
$1.90 per hoof, the lowest. In Michone in municipal affairs.
to
fails
recommend
the
physician
"It is understood that there is a onlv cure for
igan the government says the price wmmmiMEsavmm
G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.
consumption, that of is
to
some
oppose
$3.90 per head, while in New Mexico
among
disposition
removal to New Mexico, simply be
it is $2.25.
consolidation, in other quarters there cause he knows his
patient is not well- FIRST CLASS
is evidence of a spirit to let it drag
in
and
a
to
strange
part
going
FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
LAUNDRY
along and be forgotten.- On the other of the country would not have the
Hangings are not pleasant sub
hand there is a feeling of public means to
and
WORK
give him the rest and the jects to think or read about
spiritedness and prcgressiveness to comforts which are essential to rapid New Mexico has had very- few of
Electric Light, Hot and
Short Order & Spanish
take time by the forelock and unite recovery. But if he knows that his them in late years. At Silver City, a
Cold Baths.
Dishes Speciality
laund y to the
Your
Send
the two towns. This latter feeling
RATES
50c. Up.
is
New
suffer
to
fiend
that
human
Mexico.
Santa
Fe,
penalty
an
of
which
a
member
order
patient is
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
seems, on the surface at any rate, to has provided a sanitarium, such as on the clay that the President is in
at Albuquerque.
predominate.
the U. S. government has provided at the Territory, for the jury found him
"There are any number of reasons Fort Bayard and at Fort Stanton, he guilty of the most atrocious crime for Basket leaves Tuesday,
AMERICAN PLAN $1,60
EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND 75c
why East and West Las Vegas should will not hesitate to prescribe a which the law prescribes only one
ma hViHa.v
RATES
BY
THE
consolidate and very few why they course of treatment at such sanitari penalty, that of death. As a rule, the
WEEK
SPECIAL
AGENCY tor o'lnta 6 at Kprr
should not. And so far as we have um and
of
Mexican
the
the
New
and
majority
save
all
in
thus,
probability,
been able to ascertain the objections his
public do not believe very strongly in Barber b lop;
patient's life.
W.
J.
are not at all substantial.
PRESTON,
Proprietor. .
Phone No 122
taking a human life for another; na-'Q BROWN,
Las
would place
'Consolidation
8&
at
COUNTER
the
of
ture
LUNCH
NEAT
rebels
atoning
thought
SSIm?.0
Past history has demonstrated again
Red
Asrent
Vegas in the front rank of New Mex and again, both in New Mexico and for one murder with another, even if
ROOM
DINING
LADIES'
1910
census
is
ico cities when the
in Arizona, that the Republican party the other is prescribed by law, but
"Wirs
SANTA Fu, N. M.
taken..
alone is disposed to do justice to the at times there is prevalent a disrea
mean
bigwould
"Consolidation
native people in the territories. In gard of life, or the deed is so atrocious
ger and better city commercially.
Arizona, the Democrats made an ef that there seems only one adequate
"Consolidation would have a ten fort at the last
legislative session, to satisfaction for it, and that is a legal
dency to wipe out those personal disfranchise all Spanish speaking execution.
TO BE GIVEN
jealousies now existing to a greater citizens. In the Democratic baili
AWAY
or less extent between the merchants wicks in southeastern New Mexico,
a
was
Cook
Doctor
given
banquet
two
of
towns,
the
and residents
would enferce the at Brooklyn last evening but officials
Democrats
would the
"To sum tin. consolidation
A $30 L. C. Smith Shot Gun will be giverT
a policy and are segre- in the United States are more wary
same
kind
of
Bl ma
make a" Greater Las Vegas.'
of Denmark.
mm
than
those
and
difin
canny
C2i
born
children
native
fg0
gating
to the Lucky bo tr, and a Set of of Dishes
ferent schools or class rooms from They take no chances and despite inA: MUGLER.
MISS
2 ' 2
2
The Santa Fe system should give other white children. In Tucumcari, vitations they remained away so as
to the Lucky pool player. '
CORNER PLAZA.
SOUTHEAST
Doctor
ot
Cook'3
not
a
countenance
to
tare
?z.uu
Las
and
Vegas
which is also Democratic, the school
Santa Fe
for the round trip to Albuquerque and authorities went so far as to place claim to have discovered the pole.
back, on President's Day. With a $2.00 them in school with the negroes and The most Important personage at the
fare at least a thousand people will go jt took all the diplomacy and authorl-fro- banquet outside of Cook himself was
this city to greet the President, ty of Governor Curry to compel the Admiral Schley, who no doubt, In
LESSONS
memory of a similar controversy, in
which will mean $2,000 for the railway school authorities there to do
There will be 30 chance3 for each price each onp obtaining
at no greater expense to tice. The Democratic party is an which he was a popular hero, has a
the hightest score in bowliDgandthe greatest sum on break,
Individual" or Class Lessons
organization fellow feeling for the explorer whose
them than Will be the carrying of a, altogether
in pool, for the day. wili be entitled to one chance. No one
hundred passengers for $345. The rail- - and it is a wonder indeed that there claims are doubted and questioned.
IN GRAMMAR
'
allowed more than 5 chances.
way company owes something to itself were 15.000 native born citizens who
can
outfit
an
entire
That
emigrant's
as
cast
HAACKE
ballots
at the last election
their
RAYMOND
and the community at times such
In a lake between Tor
the visit of a President and should for a party that would disenfranchise be drownedRoswell will
Care New Mexican
be a revelation
rouse itself to doa little more than it them, put their children out of the rance and
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settlewithout
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where Miss Raynolds w;ll continue'
her vot ai atutties under D" IU izke.
A. is.
.M.;uy will go ou to Uostou
to visit her sister, Mrs. I). C. Dean,
and will
to El Paso the hut.-- i
ui Ueiooer.''
Las V:in Optic.
Former Lieutenant Governor C. W.
Ssioiii- - and D. M. Howard oi
Varren,
Pa., and 1. B. Moore, like Mr. Howard,
a
banker, arrived in .San-- '
ta Fe this noon from Aluuq e reae and
are spending the day here- m seeing
tii j sights. They had accompanied
Li 1' gaie to Congress V. H. Andrews
so iiaca Location No. 1, we.-- t of Santa
re, where it ;0 soustit to ii. iciest the
I'tiuisylvaiiians in a timber and rai:-- '
load l'Mvurition and also in tne Jenn-- .
ti i ings.
Mr. ai:d Mrs. Ralph 11. Hohart of
Chicago, are spending a fi w days in
Santa Fe and will 1'iom
re go to
lue iicUiit uounu Alouat ; a Kancn,
twei.iy ii,!.. .s ntrl Invest oi Salita Fe
from v, hue they will vi.--i
tne clin"
awi ni,ip,.,. .,!. iiobail is a nephew
ot oi .ui'iil L. F. ilobai'L o this cilv.

BIILAI.C

the dollar you do not spend that

"It

you

put--

a PERSONAL MENTION

aliea'f Frank :iu.

TIME TO SAVE

A

n

W. H. Rahret. of Kansas City, is a
guest at the Claire.
Miss Ida Walsh of St. Louis, is
quartered at the Claire.
V. R. Seymour,
of Champaipne.
111., is a guest at the Claire.
F. .1. Cashin. a Denver traveling
riiau is stojipinii at tlie Claire.
A. P. Moore, a traveling man from
Denver, is slotting at the Claire.
George Peroy and wife of Alamosa,
Colo., are quartered at the Claire.
Carl Bishop, the local insurance
man. spoilt, yesterday in Albuquerque.
J. Moore and wife of Canehill, Arkansas, are quartered at the Palace.
Mitchell Miller, the fruit dealer of
Las Vegas, is stopping at the Palace.
L. If. Duncan, the shoe salesman
from St. Louis, is a guest at the PaJ-ac-

The time to save money is when you are earning it. A portion of y.jur income regularly put away every week or
month will in time grow i) satis facto y proportioLS.
is the first THOUSAND DOLLARS that is the
hardest to sive Save thai thou sard by star ing a SAV
INGS ACCOUNT with this batik We encourage the small
depositor as well as the krge one.

It

B

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL

$50,000

R.

G. FRANKLIN

FLICK, President

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier.
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Yes, this is the

J. K. Foreman, a St. Louis commerCounty Superintendent John V. Con
cial man, is making headquarters at way has
just returned from a trip to
the Palace.
Golden, Hyer and San Pedro. He in-General B. J. Viljoen left last even- stalled the teachers in
the public'
ing for his home at Chamberino, Dona schools at San Pedro and Golden, but'
Ana county.
owing to a mistake by the directors
C. E. Reilly of Albuquerque, reprecould not open the school at
Ar-- ;
senting a furniture house, is stoppfrVg r.usuements have been made Hyer.
to open '
at the Palace.
this sc hool on
Charles P. Sams, a railroad man tcber. At San the first Monday in OcPedro the school was
from Des Moines, Iowa, is registered
opened with :J2 pupils and Miss Anna1
at the Claire.
is in charge. She obtained a sec- Kays
atW.
H.
Col.
H. Llewelyn, district
ond vrade certificate at the Santa Fe
torney at Las Cruces, spent yesterday normal institute and is
considered one!
at Albuquerque.
of the best teachers in the county. The)
H. A. Coomer of the Xew Mexico
attendance ill reach sixty in about'
Central offices was a visitor in Al- two
weeks. Superintendent Conway'
buquerque yesterday.
a mass meeting of parents,!
addressed
Former Attorney General J. M.
....
ui,
i.iii.
lenmii on ine compulsory
Hervey of Roswell, was a visitor in education law.
and made it clear that
Albuquerque yesterday.
it is the intention to enforce the law
A. A. Vickers, of Las Vegas, representative of the Continental Oil Com- to the
At Golden. ::o pupils were enrolled
pany, is a guest at the Claire.
Mi.-- s
Florence
Williams is in
E. 1). Raynolds of Las Vegas, who and
She taught this school last!
went to Denver to witness the recep- charge.
tion to President. Taft has returned year and obtained a second grade cer-- j
tificate at the Santa Fe institute.
home.
Herej
too,
a mass meeting was addressed on
came
in
Law
last
George
night from
his ranch at Viraid. He expects to the compulsory education law and ex-- j
make a pedestrian trip shortly, to prepsions of parents received that they
would obey it. On his way, Mr. Con-- '
Taos.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell of Albu- way visited the school at Madrid and!
querque, was an arrival on today's Cerrillos, which have been in session
noon train. He is a guest at the tor the past three weeks, and found
an increased attendance, which will
Claire.
Mrs. John Pop and children and teach its maximum in another week,
Miss Julia Napoleon left this after- aa a iri.m oi uie enforcement of tliej
noon for Corona where they will spend law. It is Mr. Conway's intention to
two weeks vacation.
visit every school district in the coun-- i
Hon. Sojomon .Luna. National com-- ' tji and be present at the opening
ofj
mitteeman, has returned to Albu:. each school, to install the teachers and
querque from a trip to Denver" and address the parents. This will be the
Aspen, Colorado.
banner year for school atttendance in
Demosthenes, the young son of Aca-si- Santa Fe county. Mrs. Conway accom-Gallegos, assistant
superintend- panied Mr. Conway and both report
ent of public instruction, is ill with
having had a delightful time.
mountain fever.
j
Colonel E. C. Abbott, district attor- HE FOUND SANTA FE
ney, left this morning on the flyer for
WIDE AWAKE.
Los Angeles, to attend the National
'
Guard convention.
If It Extends City
It Will
Limits
H. Dunivan and J. H. Farmer, cat-ti- e
Show Duke City What Real
men from Alamosa, Colorado, were
Town Looks Like.
among last night's arrivals. They are
Says the Albuquerque
Morning

R. H. HANNA

SoIi-itc- J.

Sell

John V. Conway Installs the Teachers'
at San Pedro and Golden and
Reports Progress.

man
the

Claire.

B. LAMY

Mail Order

VISITS PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

business.

B. M. Donaldson, a traveling
from El Paso, is stopping at

IN HARDWARE

&3

We

Kilpatriek, a traveling man
registered at tile ENERGETIC SUPERINTENDENT

O. C. Watson
Company, has gone to Espanola on

W. S. DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.
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Palace.
; Carl A. Bishop of the

FRANKLIN FLICK
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from Denver, is

DIRECTORS
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Ootermoor Mattress you
have heard of and seen advertised
so many years. The one that's built of
eight interlacing Ostermoor sheets, which after
and sewed within the tick is
being hand-lai-d
for
ready
you to sleep on for the rest of your life
and then bequeath to your heirs. There is one
record of three generations sleeping on the
same Ostermoor.
It has been in satisfactory
use for fifty-tw- o
years and that is a pret'y good
record for durability isn't it?

Come in and let us show
you the Ostermoor
and explain w hy it is proof against dust, moisture, and vermin
and never needs any renovation but a sun bath. Our stock-wil- l
enable you to examine and test before you buy.

Agents

j

for Monarch Malleable Iron Rauges
SEE

Every Stoye Guaranteed.

HIO

BE

CONVINCED

Let us figure your heatiDg and plumbing

j

latioaal Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Go;,
of the Southwest

j

p

A

V

M.BERGEFE. Manager for New Mexico.

anta Fe,

N. M.

Catron

Block

'

Great Big Days

guests at the Palace.

Journal:
"It is no longer correct to refer to
Santa Fe as the "old pueblo," "sleepy
hollow" and other derisive nicknames
which have applied to it for many
years past," said a well known Albuquerque Mason who returned yester-

A. C. Bower, of Kinsman. Kansas
arrived on last night's train, coming

29th Annual New Mexico Fair

as a tourist and sightseer.
registered at the Claire.

and
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Sofa Pillows Sofa Pillows
Genuine

Sill Floss

rh0ewhciida0y1radl

have p'aced tha line at our last seasons
price regardless of the advances made in this
line by the fac:ory.
We

He

is

222
24x24
26x26

1909
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TH.E GREAT GAME OP PUSH BALL ON HORSEBACK
THE GREA P SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
THE GREAT NAT REISS CARNIVAL COMPANY .

'The Great Strobe! Airship in Daily Flights
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
U. S. CAVALRY MANEUVERS

ALL KINDS OP EXHIBITS

.60c These Prices should 'l
.70c
.85c tarn the current,

mm

Mrs. J. S. Candelario, wife of the
San Francisco street merchant, left
this morning for Ojo Caliente where day from tne Masonic ceremonies
she will remain two weeks.
I SANTA FF, NF.W MEXICO
there. "I have never been more
D. J. Splane, a' director of the Santa
surnor
entertained
more
pleasantly
THK ONE PRICK STuRK
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Comprised in the change that has taken
pany, arrived last night from Chicago. place, than
during this visit to Santa
He is stopping at the Normandie.
Fe. There are lots of new residences,
Our line of notions, nrt novelties,
Matias Sandor, the artist, left today all of them substantial
homes, while
for his home in New York, where he the
lilfht
hardware, qneenswnrt, cut
Cotton battlnt?. two leading
construction in other lines is conwill arrive in time to take part in siderable. The
old town is wide
glass linnd painted china etc, for the
ftiadss
the Fulton centennial celebration.
awake and up and doing.
holiday trade will lie found th njos
Sheet
cotton ttcod sonde ...
Juan Antonio Ortega has sold his
For instance there will scon be a
city property to Marcelino Ortiz and $100,000
ever
seen
In
the
3yuplete
city.
temple for the Masonic Scotwill leave with his family for Antonito tish
Rite fraternity. The money has
where he will make his future home.
been made available, the lots
Mrs. J. M. Anaya and Mrs. A. S. actually
have been purchased and construe
Holmes returned last night from Ojo tion is to
at once. There are
Caliente where" they had been so- more than begin
300 members of the Scotjourning for some time for the bene- tish Rite
fraternity in New Mexico
fit of Mrs. Anaya's health.
and with the building of this magColonel George W. Prichard re- nificent home
Santa Fe will become
BOND1
turned last evening from a flying vis- their
meeting
place and headquarit to Los Angeles where Mrs. Prich- ters.
There were forty application
ard is visiting with her mother. Mrs. at the
&
recent session and when the
Prichard will not return to Santa Fe
has
been completed the ap
Temple
for another month.
will come in in scores. We
William Vaughn proprietor of the plications
must
Palace hotel, who has been laid up in oacic stop referringas to Santa Fe as a
number and
a slow town. It
bed for a number of weeks. Suffer is
now in a fair way to make Albu
with
an
old
ing
gun shot wound, is" querque sit up and take
very serious
recovering rapidly and expects to be notice, in the way of
enterprise and
out in a few days.
advancement."
A. C. Eubanks of Colorado
Springs,
district deputy of the Modern Wood- MANY
Some fine ranch property close in
CHANGES IN UNDERmen of America,, who has been in
TAKING ESTABLISHMENT.
Santa Fe several week sorganizing
BEFORE INVESTING YOUR SIONKY CONSULT VS
new classes of candidates for admis-sio- n
J. D. Mulligan a Recent Comer in
to the order will leave tomorrow,
C- Santa Fe Business Circles Fits
night for Taos where he will organize
1
Out Place. in Modern Style.
19 SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
PHONE
a branch of the order.
SATA FE, NEW MEXICO.
D. Mulligan who has taken pos- -'
J.
RED
!
R- J- 189.
Townsend
of Whitesone, session of the
undertaking establishQueens county. New York, and family ment at 125
Palace
avenue, formerly
wffl arrive In Santa Fe on
Sunday owned by F. L. Montenie, has comresiand.
will
take
evening
up their
pletely renovated the place in a mandence in the Lam y house on Cathedral ner that will
enable him to handle
Square. Mr. Townsend, who is a suc- all work with
great
facility. In addicessful and eminent attorney of the tion to a nice modern
business office
Empire state comes here for the he has fitted up a large chapel and
health of Mrs. Townsend upon the has arranged his funeral
goods in such
recommendation of
L. a w;ay that they can be
readily exBradford Prince, a warm friend of his. hibited to his
The embalmpatrons.
W
"Mrs. Joshua S. Raynolds
and ing room Is equipped with all necesdaughter, Mrs. J. G. McNary, have sary appliances and Is thoroughly
left El Paso for Chicago and New
York. Mrs. Raynolds and Miss Sara
Although here but a short time, Mr. j DIGMEO & NAPOLEON Agts.
Mae Raynolds, who preceded her east, Mulligan has made a
host of friends'
will sail early in October for Paris, and is
doing an excellent business.
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PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

j

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

SANITARY

10c

'

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ON ALL R AILROADS
W. G. TIGHT,

DIAMONDS
RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE
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President

EAL ESTATE

JOHN B. McMAKUS, Secretary.
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WATCHED
Eyes Tested and
Fitted By

JEWERELY- -

'if CUT GLASS, CHINA AND
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

LIFE

Met hoc

SILVERWARE.

Wg

FIRE INSURANCE

HAVE A FINE LINE
OF CITY PROPERTY
FOR SALEAND RENT

ALSO
O

N. M.

SURETY

WATSON & COMPANY

j

I

The Valley Hanch

,Have you visited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildlnsrs have been remolded at
great expense and offer the best of home comforts with splendid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this' ear was
made by a Sunta Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The Ashing season closts
October 15th.
A le you aware that the grouse" and quail season opens Oct. 1st.', deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
.
dancing floor in the territory.
&3X& all Xaf oma. tlo
.,

;

J- -

F. MILLER, Mgr.

VaLLEY RANCH, N. M

'

Drink
Pnrrcf"

i

Blue Ribbon I
.Bock. Beer I
Malt Tonic
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W. M. K.vd. 1.

Northern Railway in the three states

CUHES

Palace.

ALT.

o

24, 1909.
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named above. Any person or community drawing cup prizes cannot
also take first money prize in anv con
test. Information as to size of
samples
will be supplies upon
request by th
secretary of the Dry Farming' Congress, Billings, Montana.

i

Dent. S. Larkin.
DAILY.
Kl
i'. !:. r.i iluy. Albuquerque;
When the blood becomes infected with the virus of Oontagious Blood
I.u i.1 1.. If. Duncan, St.
i'oi's,'
7.013
5.25 p. ill.
Poison, the symptoms are soon manifested. The mouth and throat ilcmte,
1.45
0
Ar
Lv SautH
"
K
H.
Denver:
0.
ti.' S
4.22
Kilp.it rick,
UuU;
2.49
22
Ar Kt'iiuily l.v
copper-colore- d
spot3 aripear, a red rash breaks out, the hair begirt to jme
3 17
s.;u7
41
4.10
Stanli'y
Puniv.in. J H Farmer. Alamosa; Mr. out, and usually sores and ulcar3 show themsalvi-- s on different parU of the
Moriti
4.49
52
At the first sign of the disease S. S. S. should be taken, for the
6.1
.mil Mrs. K. H. Hohart. Kvanston, 111.; body.
2.11
5.14
MtlllUnll
til
you want anything on earth try
1.15 ."
5.39
Kxlnni'iii
(iy
If allowed to run on a IfNew
K. Siv.ii h. Autoniio: .1. Moore and trouble is too powerful and dangerous to trifle with.
W.
12.4U
".13
Wilhii.l
Mexican want
W
is
to
the
work down and attack the bones and nerves, and sometendency
6.214
i vriurwile
7'2t
ILK "
1I5
ttiiV, Oaiifh;:!. Ark.: Mitchell Miller,
a complete physical wreck of the sufferer. The disease, can
makes
times
it
6.430
116
Torrance
8.ifl
U.lij a. in.
East Las Wiias: .!. 1.. Foreman, St. make no such
headway if S. S. S. i3 commenced and used according to direc"
7S0
K aasas (Mlv "
Louis; H. S. .Moore. Denver.
:o.3r.
1
tions; its progress can be stopped, the poison removed, and health
p. m. 9.30
'
600
111.
...
1U.00
7.35
1169
P.
a.
St. Louis '
Claire.
preserved. S. S. S. goes into the blood and removes the insidious virus,
602
9.1K)
1378
u. m,11.4a
(Miii'UKO
A. A. Vick.-rsLas Vegas: H. S. cleanses the circulation and makes a complete and permanent cure by
'
"i a- - in.
3.700
1.15
Kl I'hso
8.00
319
MAtCNIC.
out the cause. S. S. S. quickly takes effect on the blood, and grad' I.os
I.V3
1130
9.45 rt. 111.
Cobb. Estaiuia: F. .1. Cashin, Denver; drivingthe
p. in. 7.00
Angeles '
is improved, the skin cleared of
..o49
health
the
symptoms
ually
.Mexico Oity
disappear,
J543 J p. ill, 1.00
PJiV.
Goorue IViw and wife. Alamosa; all spots, sores and blemishes, and when S. S. S. has
6 00 a. hi.
220
r Roswell
a. m.
thoroughly purified the
Montezuma Lodge No.
;.)
Charles V. Sams. Des Moines:, la.; A. circulation no trace of the disease is left. S. S. S., a purely vegetable remedy,
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
Dencures
A.
P. Moore,
Contagious Blood Poison because it is the greatest of all blood puriPassenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock Keilon. Anion I'hico:
u ar
communication
Home treatment
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the ver; W. K. Seymour. Ohampaigne, 111.; fiers, tested and proven for more than forty years.
first Monday of eac
book and any medical advice free to all who write.
JILJb.
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts Ida "Walsh. St. Louis; A. C. Bower,
month
at
Masonie
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
of the world. Pullman berths reserved.
Exclusive agents all steamship Kingman. Kan.: Y. H. Ilahret, Kansas
Hall
at
7:30
p. m.
lines. Information gladly furnisheu.
Oty.
J. A. MASSIE.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passen ger Agent
Normandie.
Laughlin Bldg.
on
a
Worthy Master.
effect
the
world
HILL GIVES PRIZES TO BE
great
styles
D. J. Splane, Chicago: II. J. Van
ALAN R. McCORD.
over.
to
not
will
She
Paris
and
Frangoes
Secretary.
DRY
FARMERS.
AWARDED
San
Miranion.
Alfred
Horn, city:
cisco: Dr. YY. E. Hastings, South Point have the narrow chested and impracSanta Fe Chapter No. L.
tical gowns they make over there, conOhio: F. Pepper, Campbell Bros.
Sept. 24. Five
Billings, Mont.,
RA. M.
sequently Paris has changed its mod- silver cups
Coronado.
Regular
in
$220
aggregating
her.
els
suit
to
second Monday ol
.lose L. Otero. Porfino Gonzales,
value, will be features of the list
each month at Masenie
Roman Gonzales. Lincoln; Mrs. C. M.
Chicago as Fashion Center.
of prizes offered by James J. Hill,
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
V.
G.
Clark and
Conrad, Alamosa;
Now, the object of this club and chairman of the board of directors
. J.
UKANDALL, H. p.
wife. Ottawa: Ben Silva, Sabinal: Juan this convention is to move the center of the Great Northern Railway,
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Silva, La.loya; O. Larson, Stanley;' of Chicago fashions from Paris to for best exhibits at the International
Chicago which would seem a con- Dry Farming Exposition which will
George Forrague, Boone, la.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
venient arrangement for the rank be held at Billings, Montana, October
K. T. Regular conclav
and file of Chicagoans. Toward this
FASHION DECREES
in connection with the Fourth
ft 1.fourth
&hE
HOURGLASS SHAPc. they are establishing a library, a Dry
Monday in nub
October
Farming Congress,
month at Masonic Hall at
course of lectures, and a permanent George J. Byran, general industrial
No 1,
Miles From
Miles
No i
From
STATIONS.
Des Moines
HA1LY
Dressmakers' Convention Sets Forth headquarters in the Masonic temple, agent of the Great Northern, has sent 7:30 p. m
Raton
DAILY.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
where Mme. Howard and Mme. Maerie to the
Changes in Styles of Women's
headquarters of the Congress at
PERCY
are.
F.
0
Apparel.
I 00 ft. m.
KNIGHT, Recorder.
M.
49
Lv, Des Moines "
30
6
Arr,
jN; "
P. m,
Billings, a list of the prizes and the
10 12 a. m.
Lv.
46
i
Ruraaldo. 'JZ.
5 15 p. m.
One of the notorious dresses which conditions under which they will be
"
11
10 35 a, m.
4 55 p. m.
Dedman
"
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
18
10 50 a. m.
4 36 p. m,
Neckties will be worn on the skirts will probably come up for censure and awarded. The aggregate value of all
Oapulln
20
II 05 a m
29
4 26 p. m,
Vigil
14th degree, Ancient and Accented
not
those
of
this
cutout
winter
the
will
not
local
in
be
"
25
reproduced
U 20 a. m
24
This
the
is
8
66
award
$1,000.
m.
Thompson
by C rnf f
prizes
p.
.
Tjl rt
11 45 a. tn.
"
81
18
8 30 p. m
for the back of the hat and els is the dress said by the
Ounnlngham
Mr. Hill is similar to that made bvi
12 20 p. m.
2 65 p.
a
Olifton House Junction "
7
in,
mc
heretofore thought adapt- makers to have been condemned by him in the case of the Omaha Corn
tuiru lvionaay oi eacn mouin
12 45 p. m.
2 30 p m
Arr.
Arr
48
RATON N M
I 80 p. m.
at
12 26 p. m.
7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Lv.
Lv.
able
to
will
two
be
worn
when
continents
this
exclusively
salads,
8 60 p. m.
Exposition, with the exception that Masonic
7
12 06 p. m.
Olifton House Junction
Lv.
into buttons. Such col- - nier by Grace La Rue. Although it is
Hall, south side of
44 15 P.
48
g
18
11 40 a. m,
Preston
(he cup feature is made a special one.
45 P
58
11 06 a' m
Koehler
28
ors as "sad purple" and "dead leaf of the Louis XIII, period they say it
Scottish Rite Masons are cor
4 55 P.
of the Dry Farming Congress.
69
in
favor
11 15 a. m.
20
Koehler J net.
15 50 P.
88
violates American canons of art in
Oolfax
88
110 15 a. m. green" will come to the fore in prefIn regard to the cash prizes, Ore- dially invited to attend.
6 15 P,
77
41
Oerrososo
9 43 a. m. erence to the old time
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
in
other
than
its
blues,
yellows,
respects
diaphanous gon, Washington
6 35 P.
Arr
and Montana are
9 25 a. m,
Lv.
47
OIMARRON N. M
7 08 P
and greens. Otherwise, styles are re- - texture, unreinforced by petticoats.
Lv.
Venerable Master.
7 50 a. ni.
A.rr,
10 p. in
given the same list, thereby eliminat- HENRY F. STEPHENS
7 40 a. m.
Nash
N. M,
50
Lv
32,
ported by the Dressmakers club in
7. 23 P. in.
7 26 a. m,
58
Harlan
one
state
of
the
ing
competition
7. 45 p. m.
94
7 00 a. m.
convention assembled to be normal.
Ute Park
59
Secretary.
A WONDERFUL GROWTH.
against another where conditions for
Indeed, Mme. Beatrix Howard, in
certain crops might be better in one
e. p. o. e.
a.
of
the
P.
destinies of Chicago
A
with E.
W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N charge
j Connect
state than the other.
j
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. m.,
M., 6:15 p. m.
styles in dresses this winter as set by What the Campbell Brothers Have Ac
Regarding the cups, Mr. Ryan holds its regular session on the sec- complished in the Past Twelve
t Connects with E. P. A t. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., this club, and Mme. Maerie, holding
writes:
:s.s a. m.
Years is Miraculous.
the same responsible position with reond and fourth Wednesdays of each
"The $50 cups will be, as near as month. Visiting brothers are invitei
gard to hats, gave out some gratifyStage for van Houten, N. M., mets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. Sl S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines is follows
DAVID KNAPP.
ing optimistic statements concerning
As the Campbell Brothers
Great we can ascertain at present, ten to 17 and welcome.
NORTH BOUND
the signs of returning stability in the Consolidated Shows are to be in our inches high, solid silver, gold lined
SOUTH BOUND.
Exalted Ruler.
No. 1, :08 a. m.
"modes" market.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
The two $35 J. D. .SENA, Secretary.
city on Tuesday, September 28, a and properly engraved.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
In general untechnieal terms, the few words in regard to the start and cups will be solid silver, gold lined
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TraeK connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. figure resembling an hour glass will enlargement of this show might be of and seven to 12 or 13 inches high.
A S. at Des Moines, E. P
A 8 W at Colfax, N. M.. and Cimarron A take the preference over the figure Interest to our
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO
many readers. Some The last named cups will be given for
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
just waning in popularity, which was 12 years ago they launched a small the best exhibits of winter wheat, Turthe following points In New Mexico: Ocato, described by a masculine person yes- show with the motto attached, "Hon- key red variety, and alfalfa seed, any
Cimarron, N. M., is depot
Bayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
terday as resembling the piccolo.
orably Conducted, Truthfully Adver- variety, and are open to the competivia
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
The dynasty of the Louises of tised." This motto has made the tion of the three states named above."
8eco, Arroyo Hondo. Baldy, Black Lakes,
Lobo, France will furnish the inspiration as show what it is today. Their shows
Cerro,
New
Elizabethtown,
of
for
The prizes are given
Meiico Centra! Railroafl
exhibits
well as many of the lines for dresses have always been conducted on a farm
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
without irrigaproducts
grown
of evening wear, with Mme. de Pom- high moral plan,
J. van HOUTEN;
E. J. DEDMAN.
they never having tion and under Dry Farming methods
W. A. GORMAN,
15th to 20th 1909
effects prevailing. The middle allowed any gambling, short
padour
in the state of Montana, in the state
changing
VGen
Gen
Passand
Superintendent
Mgr
Agent ages will continue to provide the or petty thieving in or around their of Washington east of the Cascade Chautauqua Meeting $16.10
RATON. N. fA- RATON, N M.
RATON, N, M. basis of operation for afternoon mar shows. Being imbued with the spirit mountains, in Oregon in the Des
Good returning Sept., 23rd.
keting, shopping, and general utility of progression, after 5 years of hard Chutes
valley, made at the Fourth
C22SS
gowns.
work, and strict economy, they be- - Drv Farminar Consrress. to be held at
UctooerlSth arid 16th
Waist Line Returns Home.
came the proud possessors of their Billings, Montana, October 26, 27 and
Meeting of Presidents
After two years of longitudinal
first Elephant and Camel. The open- - 28 1909
rewaist
line shows signs of
the
ing of the show the next snrins: was
Five special prizes as follows:
Taft and Diaz $13,40
turning to a permanent residence on t0 them the proudest day of their
One silver cup for each state, value
staked
off
for it by nature. iivPSi From that tirae on
the site
Good returning Oct L8th
every doI. $50.00 for the best individual display
Indeed, the disquieting fluctuations of lar made has been invested to the bet-th- e of farm
town
made
by any
products
last two years in every depart- - tering of the show; from one they or
November 1st. to 7th.
community in states named above.
ment of styles have all but vanished, have increased their
to a
El
Elephants
Paso Fair and
One
value
for
silver cup,
the
$35.00,
and a woman can this winter buy the iarge herd, also their camels.
individual
best
of
exhibit
winter
dress of her heart, unharassed by the
To those of our readers who have wneat,
., .
. ,
u
Exposition $13.40
,i
lurkey red variety, grown in
m an
iiiuugui .iuiiu ueiuie sue
never had the pleasure of visiting a any of the three states named above.
of its short waistedness, to her retsl- circus in
Good
returning Nov. 8th
its winter quarters, a desOne silver cup, value $35.00, for the
tlence, a new style will have been
cription might be
CampTrain arrives in El Paso
sprung, in which the waist line has ufn tmmiers winterinteresting. are sit- - best individual exhibit of Alfalfa seed,
quarters
8 a. m. In time for good
any variety, grown in any of the three
been extended to the knee. When she uated
day
on a beautiful farm, one and ctate naniPrt ahnve
Signt-seein- g.
walks down State street she will like- one-hal- f
miles from Fairbury, Neb., on
These prizes are offered for exhibits
wise be free from the thought, so dis- the
Little Blue River. The first build-in- grown without irrigation within 25
P. I YNG,
to
the
and
criticism
higher
turbing
&
TO THE EAST & NORTH
to attract your attention as you miles of
City
Freight
Passenger Agent
any of the lines of the Great
women's club enterprises, that he
the
the
mammoth
.is
farm,
approach
Now in effect Via
skirt, but one month old, is plaited horse barn, wherein during the winter
while every other woman's is gored.
months are stabled their 250 head of
The plain skirt and the plaited, the horses which are used with the
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
short waist and the long, will all have snow
Next to the barn stand a
a snowing in mis years styles, in a
made of concrete
building,
large
general way, moreover, they will blocks, known as the Cat building,
& S. W,
maintain the contour of last year's which is the winter home of
their
productions, so that the woman who lions, tigers,
leopards,
cougars,
hyena
has
perfectly good costume, which as, monkeys, birds, and so on. Next
For full particuUrs,
A. N BROWN
was a masterpiece of last season need to
this comes a
&..S, W.
O, P. A.-- K,
Address
not hesitate to show her head above known as the large frame building
Kl Paso Texaa.
elephant house, the
water in it this fall. Sleeves are home of their herd
of performing ele- -'
g1
to
be
of
as
short
them
''those
going
comes the Camel barn,
Then
phants.
ain't long," as the situation was ex- the Shetland
pony barn and the ring!
pressed by the black mummy door barn. This latter building would be
attendant of the convention. Too of special interest, to
any one, as it is
1 many women have good arms, howev where
A
M
1
TTV
the cake walking horses, the
er, to admit of the elbow effect redancing elephants and Shetland ponies
maining long in abeyance.
are taught their tricks and where
Dutch Collars to Be Worn.
the ladies and gentlemen riders who
Collars, instead of being limited as appear before you in their
costly
heretofore only by the boundaries of wardrobe and
pleasing acts, practice
8 the
ear, will take on more of the nat- during the winter months.
ural lines of the neck, and those
There are many different departwomen with beautiful throats may
ments
with a circus, each one having
them
still display
through the medium
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
its
and assistants. The busimanager
of the Dutch collar.
is conducted on a plan or sysness
an
had
M.
Montana, Nevada, Oregm, and Washington.
Paquin
inspiration which tem
equal to that of our "UNCLE
may upset the market ultimately, but
else all would be confusion.
SAM,"
The kind that grows with your library
indications
the
earliest
of such
Jonly
of
Think
your family increasing to
a thing are now perceptible.
The efthat will fit practically any space
that
300 people to feed three times a
fect, ever popular, of a shcrt waist
of
can
moved
which
be
one
your
unit
at
a
it
moving
day;
time
effects,
by one
line in the back, tobogganing into
25 cars to hold, a mile, set
up
a long one in front, is the subject of takes
without
person
disturbing the books that is
entertain 5,000 people;
his "opus." , He has put forth
a your house,
and the only perfect sectional
down
it
tear
move
Via
artistic,
back
practical,
to
the
again,
model, proving popular, in which the
and
100
miles
railroad
to
train,
the
Fitted with non-bindin- g,
bookcase
made.
roller- high line comes in front and gradually next
town, and do it every 24 hours,
runs downhill in the back until it
bearing doors ; base units furnished with or without
you may have some idea of what
ends In a point below the natural and
is to handle a circus.
it
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
waist line.
i
The "moyen age" gowns of the
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
Best Treatment Tor a Burn.
long waist line will undergo one
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
If for no other reason, Chamberchange for which dressmakers will
Still in effect to all
views showing arranfifimeat jojibrary .parlor,
not be entirely responsible. They will lain's Salve should be kept In every
be more closely htted than formerly household on account of its great
points.
under the arms and this for. the in- value in the treatment of burns. It
controvertible reason that the women allays the pain almost instantly, and
New Mexican Pnutlng wmpany
For farther Information make inquiry of
will not wear the looser ones and unless the injury is a severe one,
local agents. Santa V. Net Mexico.
those dresses which have started life heals the parts without leaving a scar.
F H. McBRlDE, Aent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P. & P. A.
as grand afternoon affairs are ending This salve is also unequaled for
SANTA FE. N. M.
their days as bathrobes.
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ed at Wire lake, between Torrance and NEW YORK CITY IS
the disease consists of small granules
IN GALA ATTIRE. visible on the inner eyelid,
Roswell. The two sons of a man named
which, as
MINOR CITY TOPICS Bull were driving a wagon with camp
the disease progresses, causes the eyePHONE
(Continued from Page One.)
lids to swell and fina:?y causes blindequipment and had three mules hitchNO. 92.
ness, although its onset and progress
ed to it. When the edge of Wire lake
was reached, the mules took firiht at to $25 each for each parade the park may be so insidious that the person
Denver, Colo., Sept. 24.
afflicted may not notice it for a year
a flying piece of paper and dashed department demolished the stands.
Weather forecast for New
Detectives from all the large cities or two. The Indians afflicted with it
lake to a point where it was
the
into
and
Fair
Mexico:
tonight
25 feet deep. The mules were drowned, in the country are now arriving to co- at the school, and there are quite a
probably Saturday with weathbut the boys swam to the shore, the operate with the local police depart- number, are isolated from the others.
er wanner north portion.
The disease is considered so danyounger had a narrow escape from ment. Measures are to be taken toa bed in , suppress rowdyism, such as character- gerous that the government is makunder
being
drowning
caught
brands
0f
the
find all
popular
the wagon from which he extricated ized the mardi gras at Coney Island, ing special efforts to stamp it out
w nmM'
where pepper was mixed with iconfetti among the Indians and. is also exTrain Late Santa Fe train No. 2, himself with difficulty.
and where great gangs of ruffians mar- cluding all immigrants afflicted with
REPORT.
WEATHER
DAILY
from the west, was reported two
1909.
red the festivities. Several police it and it is a menace in the public
Santa Fe, Sept. 23,
(
hours late this afternoon.
courts will be in session continuously schools, especially.
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In its origin,
Maximum
temperature
degrees
JUST RECEIVED
Bowlinq and Pool Notes Highest
trachoma is a filth disease but it
score bowling 156 by J. D. Barnes. at 4:20 p. m. Minimum temperature and these offenders will be given the
to any one
37 degrees at 3:50 a. ni. Mean tem- limit of the law without chance of de- may be communicated
High bust lit by F. Catron.
53 degrees.
to
from
it.
exposed
lay.
Departure
perature
ToWoodmen
Modern
Big Class
Wiat's tie mat'cr will Sair Kraut & Spire
normal minus 6 degrees.
Relative
Thousands of men, women and childnight the Modern Woodmen of America will meet and initiate a class of humidity at 6 a. m. 56 per cent. Rela- ren dressed in costumes of the days CABINET OFFICERS
tive humidity at 6 p. m. 28 per cent. of Hudson and Fulton will take part
thirty-twWILL BE HERE.
candidates.
Relative humidity, average for the in the parades.
The principal char- &
Denver
Late
Train
Yesterday's
We Have Them
1
(Continued from Page One.)
Rio Grande train was several hours day, 42 per cent. Lowest temperature acters will be taken by the noted men.
There will be the Half Moon and
late not getting into Santa Fe until" during last night 42 degrees. Precipi-- j
tation for the 24 hours ending at 6 the Clemont. Not the originals, of at once. Carl
about seven thirty p. m.
Lotave, the famous
0 of an inch.
Tempera-- ' course, but two replicas of Hudson's
On October 1st our new baker from a. m. today
is at work at the same time.
artist,
I
G a.
42
m. today
degrees.
saninsr shin and Hudson's steamboat,
Denver will be ready for business. We ture at
g the mural paintings which
Complain About the Drunks Kest- - that nave been bu;it in this year to will be set into
have secured the services of an A No.
the wall of two or
;
lMits of Santa Fe are becoming high-- lead tne naviea 0f the world up the
1 baker.
F. ANDREWS.
of the rooms of the Archaeologithree
are
and
incensed
complainj
bitterly
same course where Hudson sailed in cal Museum.
Herd Law Election The special ly
Similarly, niches will be
about the increased and rapidly n ,;nQ
,, Pnltml 1n 1807.
herd law election at House, Quay ins
made in the thick walls in which exot
perintoxicated
number
increasing
The chief feature of the opening day hibits under
county, this week, resulted in the herd sons. During the past week or more
glass will he placed.
will be the redezvous of American
law being carried by a vote of 35 to 6.
that
noticed
been
has
it
Incorporation.
especially
in Hudson river,
Boys Are Released Severo Enci-na- s l many young men come home in the and foreign vessel
The "85" Mining Company of Lords-burfollowed in the early afternoon by a
and Antonio Castillo, who were
sometimes as naval
Grant county, filed incorporahours,
morning
! early
parade of vessels of every type, tion
arrested a few days ago on a serious late as three o'clock, and show the
today in the office of Terpapers
off
charge were yesterday dismissed the effects of too much liquor by creating the start being from the Narrows,
ritorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The
Staten Island, and the line eventually
charges being proven false.
loud disturbances. In a great, numis for $1,000,000, divided
capitalization
in
the warships and passing
New Advertisement
Before
buy- ber of cases
from fourteen years circling
into a million shares. The incorporaboys
Tenth
and
One
Hundred
at
to
review
sure
read
ing your groceries be
are discovered in a maudlin conditors and directors are: Lepra West-lakg
Riverside park.
the advertisement of F. Andrews on up
tion but so far no proof has been se- street and
William Smith,
another page. Bargain prices are cured as to who the sellers of the
This parade will be repeated that 100 999,800L. shares;
100 shares, all
A.
Avery,
ilOn October 1st our contract with our present baker terminates; after being offered that cannot be beat.
shares;
night with the vessels brilliantly
are.
of Janesville, Wis. James Barclay has
will
v.hich date our bakerv will be improved to the hiahest standard of excellence.
also
Robbers ?.t Three Rivers Burglars liquor
That evening
luminated.
at Three Rivers, and Monterey, Otero ALL NIGHT DEBAUCH
"take place the first illumination of the been named as New Mexico's agent.
We have procured the services of the best baker that Denver afforded and
county, have robbed a blacksmith
ENDS IN DEATH. city by millions of additional electric SPLENDID SHOW
the best that money would secure. We are going to give the people of Santa
W.
the
K.
tent
of
McFarland
shop,
Frightful Termination of Joy Ride By lights.
Fe bakery goods that will be equal to anything produced anywhere. We will
COMING MONDAY.
and the house of M. Cooper.
Sunday, September 2fi, will be devotFour Young People at
in
size and areatlv im Drove on oualitv. All we ask is a chance
increase
on
while
to
Fell From House Rodolfo D. Otero,
ed
religious observances,
Seattle.
on
to "show you."
the nineteenth year old son of Rodolfo
Monday the official reception to guests Streeter Bryan Company Will Put
A Musical
Old
Koal,
historical
King
Otero of San Rafael, Valencia county,
various
the
be
and
will
held,
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 24. An all
Comedy.
died at Albuquerque yesterday of in- night, automobile "joy ride" of eight and art exhibits will be opened.
be devoted to the hisreceived from a fall from a young people, four men and four wom1-will
1-juries
Tuesday
2
2
house.
en, ended at day break this morning torical pageant, all nations participatSeats are now being sold at FischArrested for Selling Liquor to In- when the car returning at furious ing, while Wednesday will be educa- er's drug store for the musical comedians David Torres was arrested at speed from the road house district tion day, with commemorative exer dy to be given on next Monday night
Albuquerque for selling liquor to the south of the city, plunged through a cises in the schools and colleges. at the Elks theater by the Streeter
Come in and ask about the Coupon system which
Indians. He was caught in the act, trestle at Fourth avenue and Weller Aquatic sports will also be held op' Bryan Company. The title of the
but is believed to have acted as agent street, and took fire, killing two girls posite Riverside nark.
play is Old King Koal, the play besaves you 2 2 per cent in addition to our low prices.
for an Albuquerque saloon.
The military parade will be on ing a delightfully lively musical comeinjuring another woman and two men
Brought in Ten Prisoners Sheriff so seriously that they may die, and Thursday, September 30, when the na- dy in two acts. The performance is
H. J. McGrath of Grant county arrived causing serious injury to a man and tional guard, regular troops of the replete with pretty and catchy songs
on the noon train today bringing in ten woman. The dead:
United States army, and sailors from and promises to be numbered among
Goldie Porter, aged 1", clerk in a the American and foreign warships thp vprv best entertainments
Phone No. 4.
ever
No.
Phone
piisoners for the penitentiary. The
4
names of the prisoners were published department store; parents live in will march through the streets.
j brought to Santa Fe.
The prices have
Sedro-WcoleWash.
ana
in the New Mexican a few days ago.
The first shifting of the scene from been reduced to htty, tmrty-nv- e
Jessie Mabel Johnson,
18, this city takes place on Friday, when twenty-fivWarmer Tomorrow The tempera
cents, being within reach
aged
ture was down to 37 degrees yester- telephone operator; aunt of Miss many of the vessels of lighter draught of all. Seats should be gotten early
will start up the river for the upper so as to avoid confusion and inconday. The- maximum was C9 degrees. Porter, and also from
The injured:
venience.
Therelative. humidity was 28 per cent
Hudson celebration.
&
at 6 o'clock last evening. Fair weather Winnie E. Frazer. aged 21, restauThe week will close with a parade of
is predicted by the weather bureau for rant waitress, frightfully burned, prob- 500,000 school children, early Saturday
Every Description of work in our line done to order
ably fatal.
tomorrow.
afternoon and a brilliant carnival by
Axel Anderson, aged 25, burned ser- the
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Roswell School Census The school
German, Austrian and Swiss soArtistic Taxidermy ard Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
census of Roswell just completed iously, probably fatal.
cieties at night.
MONEYS AND METALS.
F. E. Lindsay, chauffeur, hurt inshows 2,363 children of school age in
With Monday, October 4, the upper
Send for prices for tanning and lining
New
York, Sept. 24. Lead barely
critical.
that town which means that Roswell ternally,
Hudson towns become the center of steady 4.304.35; copper, steady;
Christine
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Anderson,
IS,
sister
aged
wil' pass Santa Fe in the census
the celebration until the close of the standard spot 12.7012.75;
silver
of Axel, left ankle and arm broken.
unless 'Santa Fe takes in the
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
week and of the celebration, when, 511-4- ;
call
Prime paper 41-2Henry
19, in charge of
Hiser,
aged
suburbs.
436 Canon Foad FRANK F
on Saturday, October 9, Troy and money firm 2
General
Mexican
dollars
the
was
machine,
GORMLEY Merchandise
slightly hurt. He
f hon black 19
Straightening College Street MayN. Y.
Atch. 118
every city below it on the river will be 43; Amal. 86
SANTA FE. N. M.
or Jose D. Sena has completed ar- pulled one woman from the wreck and linked with the
S. P. 130
U. P. 202
metropolis by beacon C. 134
without further effort to help his dyrangements for the straightening and ing
fires on mountain tops and other ele- steel 841-8- ;
pfd. 128
companions, ran away.
widening College street near and
to Miss Anderson, sever- vated points along the river.
According
GRAIN,
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
beyond St, Michael's College. This al of the
were
when
party
the
asleep
Chicago, 111., Sept. 24 Wheat-Se- pt.
will make parts of the street 35 to
machine jumped off the trestle. An MAKING FIGHT ON
1013-4- ;
Dec. 981-2- .
40 feet wide.
CONTAGIOUS EYE DISEASE.
eye witness said the whole party were
Corn
Dec. 58
Sept. 64
Moravians May Settle at Eastdale
apparently asleep when the car leadOats Sept. 39
Dec. 38
It is announced that the Moravians, ed.
The car turned turtle nnd cinmi; Dr. W. H. Harrison is Treating Pu.
.
i.
who make their
m tne the tirie flnto
.
v
w
vM
pils at United States Indian
auua in
Pork Sept. 24.45; Jan. 18.50.
United States at Bethlehem, Pa,, have an instant was ablaze i.h;iu
Industrial School.
with some of
Lard Sept. 12.60; Nov. 11.971-2- .
decided
to
colonize
x
Taos
Eastdale,
J. D. MULLIGAN
its occupants pinned in the wreck.
Ribs Sept. 11.95; Oct 11.75771-2- .
which
has been abandoned by
county,
A fire company took the dead and
WOOL MARKET.
doH.
Dr.
W.
Harrison of Indiana, is
the Mormons.
injured from the ruins of the car.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 24. Wool
S.
U.
the
at
work
ing
very
on
important
Serious Charge MatArrested
Indian Industrial school in this city, quiet; territory western mediums 23
thew Harashe has been arrested on HON.
SOLOMON LUNA
28; fine mediums 2224; fine 13
which it is planned to extend to the Inthe serious charge of having burglar19.
TALKS WITH PRESIDENT. dian
No. 125Palac2 Ave.
pueblos in the treatment of an
ized a hardware store at Tolar, RoosePhone Red 130.
(Albuquerque Citizen.)
eye disease known as trachoma and
The
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND
velt
were
stolen
county.
goods
Hon
SATISFACTORILY DONE.
Solomon Luna, who left last which
is found among the Indians from
traced to his homestead. He is now in week for Colorado
points to look af-- AIaska t0 California,
but
pecially WOODY'S BACK LINE
jail at Portales.
ICI
ana wno visit- Gives Up Sanitarium Dr. J. M. ! a
.
....interests,
..i.v
,. Id niong the Indians of the southwest.
lug jf Is also found among the native peo- Diaz has decided no longer to con aUCt ProclHimt
From
tv,
i i.s
the Sanitarium at the corner Ot Don thprp
'"c and in Italy, Spain and other coun
tn
.u.,
4HHiilt.'imiiJ U.ijJJUMILJlUllmL.lilll.MMlili
tries.
yraspar avenue ana v ater street.. He limited tnrlnv
j
Trachoma is contagious, or rather
has just closed a contract renting the j Mr. Luna was one of
the few New
AND
and while its etiology has Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 m
bin ding to Mrs. W V. McCleary who Mexico
infectious,
who
had an opportuni-wil- l
p
people
WHOLKSALiC AND RETAIL
not been definitely determined, it is
conduct the place as a rooming ty 0f meeting Taft
7 p. m
TAOS
at
Arrives
at
personally
to
house.
be
and board.ng
Screened Raton Lump
caused by bacilli.
supposed
$4 50 per ton
Through the courtesy of A M gt
i
.
phrnnip th pra i'c rf.
Monero
..j,.Co ... .........c.y
ciarwueie enson. former v Reni.hlicpn national Trachoma
'
5.25
I
,
appears the advertisement of La committeeman from Colorado Mr
consineraDie time. The
Lerrillos
6.00"
Moda millinery store which is of Luna was made a member
ftrSt Stpp ls an oneration sl'Sht in
re- of
the
Anthracite Coal all sizes .
Sawed Wood and Kindling
great interest to the ladies. An excommittee of twelve, which SeIf' and after that a ,ong course of Tea
33.eaursx
miles
'
cellent
of
and
display
other
Coal
millinery
met
All
the President in the office1 of the treatment- - The outward symptoms of tlia.ii any
Kinds of Steam Coal.
Smithing
Q
otb.ar sxrajr Good teams
is
shown
goods
being
making it well governor in the state capitol, pre-- ;
worth the while of the women folk
tne reception to the public'
of the town to call at the store and ceaing
wnere he had an opportunity for a
wear
S. F. Depot.
Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue.
see for themselves.
quiet chat with the chief executive.
Strike Threatened on El Paso and
"Mr. Taft is certainly meeting with!
Southwestern The brakemen on the an enthusiastic recention
in
th
El Paso and Southwest system have west," said Mr. Luna, "and
the people!
voted to go out on a strike and IT. S. of Denver accorded him an enthusi-- j
k at x x
Commissioner of Labor Charles P. astic welcome. He
YOUR ATTENTION
expressed himself!
Neill is at El Paso, seeking to arbi- - as greatly pleased with his
and
AND
trip
trate the differences. The trouble is appears to be enjoying every minute!
TO OUR DISPLAY OP
over the discharge of four employes of it. We should all prepare to give
CHIMAYO
who failed to obey orders.
him a rousing welcome when he vis- Indicted By Federal Grand Jury
its Albuquerque and let him see that
BLANKETS
George Washington Wade, dog catcher no state or territory fn the country
at AiDuquerque, nas Deen indicted for can rival New Mexico hospitality."
f
selling liquor to the Indians by the
tt federal grand jury. The territorial
SEALED PROPOSALS.
Iii
Ave indictments,
Sealed proposals will be received by
tt 'grand Jury returned
two
Row
them
Adams
among
NOVELTIES
against
the Board of County Commissioners of
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
tt for forgery and one against Stovel Santa Fe County, at the office of the
Wells for embezzlement.
Probate Clerk up to noon the ninth day
Two Mor Suits Against Central
of October, 1909, for the heating, plum- M
tt The Hughes Mercantile Company has bing and electric wiring of the court
W All Ladies who visit the store will
brought suit at Albuquerque against house now under construction. Plans
receive a free souvenie'"
the New Mexico Central Railroad and specifications can be Been at the
W
We will shortly have in a full line ol
,
Company and the Dominion Construe- - office of the probate clerk, or I. H. &
K
Mexican Stiaw Hats at 50cts. each
tion
Company, asking for judgment of W. M. Rapp & Co., architects, also
tt
At the at the building.
$25,000 on promissory notes.
Seperate proposals
to
same time, the Cincinnati Equipment will be received on each. Address all
M
316 Washington Ave.
Phone B'ack
Company 'brought suit against the bids to George W. Armijo, probate
M
Proprietor.
same defendants for $30,000, alleged to clerk.
tt
i
I. SPARKS,
be due on notes.
j
301-30San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M, .
ie
No Fatality at Wire Lake Investi- - Chairman Board County Commlsslon-gatlo- n
,
shows that no one was drown- ers.r
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